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Editorial
A non resolving corneal ulcer is any ophthalmologist’s nightmare. Most of the fortified anti microbials being epitheliotoxic1
and with increasing incidence of drug resistant micro organisms2, even surgical interventions are often required in situations
like impending perforation. In this issue we publish one review article on how to approach such a case.
Not much is discussed about ocular affections in static encephalopathy including cerebral palsy. The prevalence of this
disorder among preterm infants is higher than term babies3. In the context of recent advances in neonatal care with
improved survival of pre term babies, it has become even more important to know about diseases more commonly
associated with pre term birth. We publish one article explaining ocular manifestations in static encephalopathy.
Automated segmentation for retina layer delineation on optical coherence tomography, although a complex procedure, is
finding increasing applications in Ophthalmology4. We publish one new approach that has explored the possibility of
modelling multiple layer edges by a single model, thus reducing complexity of this process.
In this issue we publish one interesting article on how to improve efficacy of an eye care center by using a novel
management technique. We also publish an article comparing surgical procedures in primary congenital glaucoma and
one on application of tacrolimus in vernal keratoconjunctivitis.
In our regular section on research methodology, researchers will find useful input on possible sources of error in their
research.
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Recalcitrant corneal ulcer
Anubha Rathi1, Namrata Sharma1, Neelima Aron1, Rajesh Sinha1, Tushar Agarwal1

A

corneal ulcer is defined as loss of surface corneal
epithelium along with infiltration into the surrounding
and underlying layers. It may be infectious or non infectious.
Non infectious causes of corneal ulcer include mechanical
trauma, chronic irritation, contact lens induced or nutritional
deficiency. The infectious causes include bacteria, fungi,
viruses and protozoa. Recalcitrant corneal ulcer refers to
a corneal ulcer which does not respond to the conventional
treatment (Figure1). Response of a corneal ulcer to
treatment is indicated by decrease in size of the epithelial
defect or infiltrates. The time frame for resolution differs
for various etiologies of a corneal ulcer. In case of a
bacterial or viral corneal ulcer, a recalcitrant corneal ulcer
is defined as an ulcer showing no signs of improvement in
terms of reduction in size of epithelial defect or infiltrates
even after 48 hours of initiation of the specific anti microbial
treatment. In case of a fungal corneal ulcer, this time period
is extended up to 5-6 days.

Epidemiology:
As per WHO, Corneal blindness is one of the leading
causes of blindness worldwide1. This proportion is higher
in tropical developing nations such as India. Most cases
of corneal blindness are due to corneal ulcers or keratitis.
Microbial keratitis is hence a leading cause of ocular
morbidity2. Timely diagnosis and treatment may reduce the
morbidity and extent of visual impairment in these
conditions. But sometimes despite the best diagnostic
techniques, some cases of microbial keratitis do not
respond to the conventional treatment. Most of these cases
are seen to be associated with drug resistant micro
organisms which make the treatment even more difficult.
Rampant use of over the counter topical antibiotics has a
role to play in the development of multi drug resistant micro
organisms which has further increased the incidence of
recalcitrant microbial keratitis.

Causes of recalcitrant keratitis:
A non resolving corneal ulcer is an ophthalmologist’s
nightmare. A systematic approach is hence required to rule
out all the possible causes of a recalcitrant ulcer.
First and foremost, the nature of treatment already
administered needs to be evaluated. Incomplete treatment
is one of the leading causes of a corneal ulcer to be labeled
as non resolving. Before labeling the ulcer as non resolving,
an accurate diagnostic corneal scraping and culture
sensitivity along with alteration of the treatment if required
should have been done. Hence most of these cases are
incorrect diagnoses in the setting of incomplete
investigations or treatment.

Figure 1: Non resolving corneal ulcer

Most of the fortified anti microbial therapy that is initiated
in these cases is epitheliotoxic and may in few cases itself
impede re epithelialisation of healthy corneal epithelium3.
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Even in the best possible situation with accurate and timely
corneal scraping and microbiological examination along
with timely initiation of anti microbial treatment, some ulcers
do not show any improvement. With increasing incidence
of drug resistant micro organisms, such ulcers are on the
rise. Microorganisms develop resistance to the anti
microbial treatment by genetic mutation and inductive
expression of latent chromosomal genes with exchange
of genetic material via transformation, bacteriophage
transduction or plasmid conjugation4.
In certain cases, the size and extent of the ulcer is already
large reaching upto the limbus with impending perforation
at the time of presentation to the ophthalmologist. In such
cases, standard anti microbial treatment may not work.
They may require surgical intervention. Atypical micro
organisms may also cause corneal ulcers not responding
to the routine treatment.
Adnexal abnormalities such as eye lid malposition may
also affect the healing process of a corneal ulcer5. Co
existing Thyroid eye disease with axial proptosis and
lagophthalmos may impair the normal healing process of
the ulcer despite suitable antimicrobial treatment6.
Patients with systemic diseases such as Diabetes mellitus
are known to have delayed healing and may develop a
recalcitrant corneal ulcer.

Table 1. Causes of a recalcitrant corneal ulcer
1. Incomplete treatment
2. Epiltheliotoxic drugs
3. Inaccurate diagnosis/ scraping
4. Drug resistant micro organisms
5. Atypical micro organisms
6. Advanced severe corneal ulcers
7. Ulcers with impending perforation or already
perforated
8. Posterior segment involvement with endophthalmitis
or Intra ocular retained Foreign body
9. Immuno compromised state
10. Diabetes mellitus
11. Adnexal abnormalities such as lid malposition
12. Co existing thyroid eye disease
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Other immune compromised conditions such as HIV-AIDS,
patients on immune suppressive treatment, anti cancer
drugs etc are also prone to develop recalcitrant corneal
ulcers7.
Non infective recalcitrant corneal ulcers may be associated
with mechanical trauma to the cornea in the form of papillae
or follicles in upper lid palpebral conjunctiva as seen in
trachoma.
The possible causes of a recalcitrant corneal ulcer are
summarized in Table 1.

Clinical Presentation:
A case of a non healing or recalcitrant ulcer usually
presents with an acute red eye with complaints of redness,
pain, photophobia and vision loss. There may be a history
of trauma with vegetative material or a febrile viral illness.
Such history may be a pointer towards the probable etiology
of the ulcer and may guide the treatment.

A.

History and Symptoms:

The presence of pain is due to the irritation to the sensory
nerve fibres present in the superficial layers of the cornea.
The nature of pain is also an indicator of the probable
cause. Bacterial keratitis is usually characterized by
significant pain. Fungal keratitis is usually not associated
with severe pain. Acanthamoeaba keratitis is characterized
by severe pain owing to radial keratoneuritis. This pain is
usually out of proportion to the size and extent of the ulcer.
Herpetic dendritic ulcers are usually associated with
minimal pain. In cases of recalcitrant corneal ulcers, a
mixed picture may be present thereby complicating the
diagnosis based on history. A sudden relief in pain in such
cases may indicate a perforated corneal ulcer. Bacterial
keratitis usually has a sudden onset with rapid progression
whereas fungal and acanthamoeba keratitis typically have
a chronic course.

B.

Predisposing Factors:

For timely initiation of empirical anti microbial treatment
before the microbiological evidence becomes available, it
is important to look for the specific predisposing factors
which would point towards a specific etiology. Corneal
trauma by a vegetative matter usually leads to mycotic
ulcer. Prolonged contact lens wear especially overnight or
extended wear soft contact lenses may cause corneal
ulcers especially due to infection by the Pseudomonas
species8. Exposure to dirty swimming pool water or pond
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water and contaminated contact lens solutions has been
seen to be associated with Acanthamoeba keratitis.
Atypical causes such as Pneumococcus are seen to be
associated with co existing dacryocystitis.
In case of recalcitrant corneal ulcer, the medications that
the patient has been prescribed earlier for the ulcer need
evaluation. Topical corticosteroids may worsen a case of
probable mycotic keratitis rapidly9. The use of non steroidal
anti inflammatory agents has been associated with
worsening of corneal ulcers and in rare cases may cause
corneal melt as well10.
History of previous ocular surgery including cataract and
refractive surgery is important. Post LASIK corneal ulcers
may be due to atypical mycobacteria11.

C.
O

Ocular Examination:
Visual Acuity

A central or large corneal ulcer may significantly impair
the visual acuity of the patient. In advanced severe ulcers
with posterior segment involvement, there may be an
inaccurate projection of rays (PR) as well.
O

Adnexa

It is important to rule out eyelid malpositions,
lagophthalmos, proptosis, blepharitis, dacryocystitis which
may impede the healing process of the corneal ulcer. Lid
or lacrimal system abnormalities need to be addressed
along with the ulcer.
O

Conjunctiva

Gonococcal, Pneumococcal and Haemophilus corneal
ulcers are rare but are characterized by severe conjunctival
injection. A greenish purulent discharge may indicate that
Pseudomonas keratitis is the likely cause.
O

Cornea

In order to diagnose a case of recalcitrant keratitis,
sequential corneal examinations need to be done for
location, size and depth of the corneal ulcer. A schematic
diagram should be drawn at each visit.

o Location:
The ulcer may be central, paracentral or peripheral. Isolated
peripheral ulcers are seen with Herpes simplex virus and
Mycobacterial tuberculosis. There may be multiple islands
of ulcer. Each ulcer needs to be schematically drawn for
the sake of future record to look for any response to
treatment.

o Shape:
Dry looking ulcers with feathery margins and stellate lesions
are usually mycotic. Dendritic ulcers are characteristic of
Herpes simplex keratitis. Ring ulcer is indicative of
Acanthamoeba keratitis. Bacterial ulcers are usually wet
looking with punched out appearance.

o Margins of the ulcer:
In case of peripheral ulcerative keratitis, overhanging edges
are characteristically present in case of Moorens ulcer.

o Size:
The most important indicator of response to treatment in
case of a corneal ulcer is the size of both the epithelial
defect and the surrounding infiltrates. Using the slit lamp
biomicroscope with in-built micrometer, an accurate
determination of the size of ulcer in all dimensions is
possible.
An accurate measurement of the size of the corneal ulcer
needs to be done and recorded.
The epithelial defect is measured after staining it with
Flourescein stain or Rose Bengal stain. Rose Bengal stain
is specific particularly for viral herpetic dendritic keratitis.
The size, density and depth of infiltration should be
recorded in detail and used as reference in follow up to
evaluate response of the corneal ulcer to treatment.

o Corneal sensations :
Corneal sensations can be checked with the help of cotton
wisp or with Cochet-Bonnet aesthesiometer. They are
particularly decreased in case of viral keratitis.
O

Anterior Chamber

A hypopyon may be associated with any corneal ulcer.
Mycotic keratitis is usually associated with a fixed hypopyon
that does not change position despite making the pateint
lie supine for at least 10 minutes.
O

Posterior Segment

Posterior segment needs to be assessed for the presence
of any retained intraocular foreign body or co existing
endophthalmitis which may be the predisposing factors
for recalcitrant keratitis.

Documentation:
Documentation of location, size, shape, vascularisation of
a corneal ulcer is very important. It becomes even more
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important in case of a recalcitrant corneal ulcer. It can be
done either by colour clinical photographs or by schematic
diagram.
O

Clinical Photography (CP)

CP of the index eye needs to be taken at regular intervals.
Both diffuse and slit sections need to be recorded.
Measurements should be done using in built micrometer.
O

Schematic Diagram

In many ways, the age old schematic corneal drawings
are superior to clinical photography. A lot of details which
may not get highlighted can be duly pointed out effectively
using a well drawn corneal diagram. But the limitation is
time, effort and skill. A schematic diagram carries
significance only when it abides by the standard colour
coding. This becomes even more important when more
than ophthalmologist examines the patient.
Black colour is meant for limbus, scars, foreign bodies,
deposits, guttae, sutures, tissue adhesive and lipid
keratopathy. Blue colour denotes edema and bullae.
Stromal edema is depicted by shading while epithelial
edema is drawn using small circles. Wavy blue lines denote
the Descemet’s membrane folds. Brown colour is for pupil,
iris and melanin or iron pigmentation. Red colour is used
to depict vascularisation. Straight red lines indicate stromal
vessels while wavy lines are for sub epithelial vessels.
Dotted lines depict ghost vessels. Superficial
vascularisation begins outside the corneal circle whereas
deep vessels begin at the margin of the circle. Orange
colour is used to indicate collection of white blood cells
such as stromal infiltrates, Keratitic precipitates and
hypopyon. Green colour denotes flourescein staining of

Table 2. Schematic colour coding of cornea
Color
Black

Scar, degeneration, deposits, foreign body,
tissue adhesive, limbus, lipid keratopathy

Blue

Edema, bullae, Descemet folds

Brown

Iris, iron or melanin pigmentation

Orange

Keratitic precipitates, hypopyon, stromal
infiltrates

Green

Florescein stained epithelial defect,
dendrites, vitreous

Red

Vascularisation, hemorrhage
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the epithelial defect or dendrites. The colour coding of
the cornea is summarized in Table 2.

Investigations:
Both ocular and systemic investigations hold importance
in case of a recalcitrant keratitis. Systemic investigations
to rule out conditions associated with delayed healing
should be done at the earliest. This includes a battery of
investigations including fasting and post prandial blood
sugar, complete hemogram, urine analysis, renal function
test and liver function test. In suspected cases, further
immunological work up including HIV ELISA, ESR, ANA,
ANCA, RF may be required.
Among the ocular investigations, measurement of IOP and
ultrasonography are ddont to rule out secondary glaucoma
and evaluate the posterior segment respectively. The
primary ocular investigation that holds special diagnostic
importance is Corneal Scraping. In a case of recalcitrant
keratitis, the previous treatment needs to be withdrawn at
least for 24-48 hours and fresh corneal scraping taken
using standard techniques.
If there is any conjunctival discharge or lacrimal sac
discharge or bandage contact lens, they should be
separately sent for microbiological testing.
Corneal scraping is ideally done under topical anaesthesia
using 0.5 percent paracaine drops. It is routinely done on
a slit lamp biomicroscope. In case of small children and
uncooperative patients, a general anaesthesia may be
needed and scraping is then done under operating
microscope. A corneal scraping sample is ideally obtained
using Kimura’s spatula. Other instruments that may be used
for this purpose include Bard Parker blade number 57,
surgical blade number 15 and 26 gauge needle. It is
important to be cautious and not cause any perforation
while scraping especially with a needle. Before corneal
scraping, all the debris and drug deposits need to be
swabbed away first. Then the sample is taken from the
leading edges and base of the ulcer. It is important to brush
the instrument in a single direction. In ideal circumstances
with good and timely microbiology assistance at hand, the
scraping sample should be plated onto the culture plate of
choice straight away. This ‘eye to the plate’ technique
increases the productivity of corneal scraping and
decreases the chance of sample drying off or inadequate
sample. Along with culture, other microbiological
investigations that need to be done include Gram staining,
Giemsa staining, Ziehl Nelson staining, KOH wet mount.
Other stains and culture may be done in cases with strong
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APPROACH TO CASE OF RECALCITRANT
CORNEAL ULCER
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suspicion of atypical organisms.

Management of A Case of Recalcitrant Keratitis

It is important to have an adequate sample and accurate
staining and fixing skills to be able to diagnose the
causative micro organism and start anti microbial therapy
accordingly. This step is the usual limiting factor in cases
labeled as recalcitrant keratitis. Hence it is advisable to
stop all treatment in such cases for 24-48 hours and repeat
the scraping process accurately.

A case of recalcitrant keratitis requires a systematic step
wise approach. The initial steps of history taking and
examination are same as any fresh case of corneal ulcer.
Once the basic history taking and clinical examination is
over, the first step is to stop all the treatment the patient is
being given for at least 24-48 hours. One of the most
common causes of negative culture report is previous
antibiotic treatment. The 24-48 hour period is to wash off
the effect of antibiotics. Once the wash off period is over,
steps similar to that in a fresh case of corneal ulcer are
repeated. An adequate corneal scraping sample is taken
as described above and immediately sent for
microbiological investigations. The smears and stains
should be done immediately without delay to increase the
probability of growth. Also the plating on the culture plates
should be direct. Once the scraping is done, the empirical
treatment based on history or examination may be started.
This treatment may be altered according to the smear or
culture report once that is obtained.

The routine smears and stains have their own limitations.
Gram stain is able to identify the causative organism in 75
percent cases while 10 percent KOH wet mount has a
sensitivity of 92% and specificity of 96%12-14.
Other stains that can be used in suspected cases include
Calcoflour white for Acanthamoeba and Ziehl nelson for
mycobacteria and nocardia.
Corneal scraping is inoculated onto culture plate in order
to culture the micro organism. These plates are
temperature sensitive. Hence an accurate diagnosis
requires good microbilogical laboratory assistance and
facilities. Commonly used culture media include Blood agar
plate, Chocolate agar plate and Sabouraud’s dextrose agar.
Other culture media that can be used if a particular
organism is suspected include Thioglycollate broth for
anaerobes, Lowenstein Jensen medium for mycobacteria,
Brain heart infusion for fungi and E.coli enriched non
nutrient agar for Acanthamoeba.
A negative culture report may indicate partial antibiotic
treatment, inadequate sample, inaccurate culture
techniques etc. Such cases go on to become recalcitrant
due to lack of directed anti microbial therapy15.
Once the organism has grown on the culture plate, an
antibiotic sensitivity testing is done and accordingly the
treatment may be altered or started in these cases.
Other investigations such as Confocal microscopy and
serological testing including PCR may also aid in the
diagnosis.
A corneal biopsy or a suture biopsy may be done in deeper
ulcers where superficial corneal scraping fails to reveal
any micro organism16. Corneal biopsy may be done using
a crescent blade or Bard parker blade. Suture biopsy is
usually taken using a 10-0 monofilament nylon suture of a
vicryl suture.
An anterior chamber paracentesis may be taken and sent
for microbiological investigation in cases of hypopyon
corneal ulcer17.
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In case of a negative culture after repeat scraping as well,
other methods of sample collection such as corneal biopsy
of suture biopsy may be tried especially for deeper non
responding ulcers. Confocal microscopy also has a role in
such cases.
Empirical therapy for a case of corneal ulcer usually
includes broad spectrum antibiotics such as fortified
cefazolin 5 percent and fortified tobramycin 1.3 percent
along with a cycloplegic for cyclitic pain relief. Large ulcers
with impending perforation or with sclera involvement or
posterior segment involvement in the form of
endophthalmitis may require systemic antibiotics as well.
Once the causative micro organism is identified after the
microbiological investigations, the treatment is accordingly
altered.
O

Bacterial keratitis

For small peripheral bacterial corneal ulcers, monotherapy
with a topical flouroquinolone may be sufficient. With the
advent of flouroquinolone resistant micro organisms
especially Moxifloxacin resistant Staphylococcus aureus,
topical vancomycin 5 percent has found favour in such
patients. For larger ulcers, fortified therapy may be needed
according to culture sensitivity. Most bacteria are sensitive
to the empiric therapy of cefazolin-tobramycin itself and it
usually continues then. The therapy in the initial period is
intensive with hourly application.
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Fungal keratitis

For suspected filamentous fungal infections, 5 percent
natamycin is the initial treatment of choice. Topical
voriconazole 1 percent may be used in adjunct to topical
natamycin for filamentary fungal keratitis and has been
shown to be effective in the MUTT trial19. Topical 0.15
percent amphotericin B may be used in case of suspected
yeast infection. Oral antifungals may be given in case of
large ulcers with sclera involvement or associated
endophthalmitis or with impending perforation.
O

revealed that the prognosis was better in case of bacterial
keratitis as compared to fungal keratitis which was deeper.
Hence CXL may be used as an adjunct to the standard
therapy. CXL in these cases also gives early symptomatic
relief to the patients by decreasing corneal sensations and
hence reducing the pain.
O

Role of intrastromal voriconazole injection in
recalcitrant fungal corneal ulcer

Targeted drug delivery using intrastromal injection of the
anti fungal agent especially voriconazole has been shown

Acanthamoeba keratitis

Cysticidal therapy includes biguanides such as PHMB
0.02% and propamidine 0.1% or brolene. Other agents
include chlorhexidine 0.02% may be used in place of
PHMB. Topical steroids may be added in case of
progressive vascularisation in such cases.
O

Viral keratitis

The treatment in case of a viral keratitis depends on the
type of keratitis. In case of a purely epithelial dendritic
keratitis, antivirals alone are the treatment of choice and
steroids should be avoided. A topical steroid in adjunction
with oral antivirals is the treatment of choice for stromal
keratitis and endothelitis. The balance between topical
steroids and antivirals is needed in case of stromal or
endothelial keratitis along with epithelial involvement.
Non resolving corneal ulcer which fails to respond to the
above standard protocols is a therapeutic challenge and
an ophthalmologist’s dilemma. Several newer treatment
regimens have been tried especially for non responding
corneal ulcers.
O

Collagen cross linking in case of recalcitrant
corneal ulcer

Several studies have evaluated the role of collagen cross
linking in a case of non healing corneal ulcer. Some of
these studies were in vitro and showed the beneficial
bactericidal effect of 365 nm UVA photo activated riboflavin.
Tsugita et al showed that UVA-riboflavin combination
deactivates RNA in tobacco mosaic virus20. Collagen
crosslinking using 365 nm UVA and riboflavin solution has
been shown to have a role in preventing corneal melt
caused by Gram-negative bacteria (92%) followed by
Gram-positive bacteria (84%), acanthamoeba (71%) and
fungi (61%)21-27. Shetty R et al reported that CXL is an
effective procedure in treating non-resolving microbial
keratitis with superficial stromal involvement28. They further

Figure 2a. Clinical photograph in a case of non resolving fungal
keratitis (baseline)

to be effective in cases of fungal keratitis. Intrastromal
voriconazole in the dose of 50 µg/0.1 ml is administered
using 1 ml tuberculin syringe and 26 gauge needle. It is
inserted obliquely into the cornea from uninvolved area

Figure 2b. Clinical photograph demonstrating the effect of topical
natamycin 5% along with 1% intrastromal Voriconazole in a case
of non resolving fungal keratitis at week 1
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O

Role of Intracameral and Intrastromal voriconazole in recalcitrant fungal keratitis with hypopyon

Previous studies have shown that the experimental use of
intracameral voriconazole in humans shows no toxic effects
when the aqueous concentration is in the safe range of
10ìg/mL - 1.5mg/mL. There may be a reduction in corneal
endothelial cells, trabecular meshwork cells, and retinal
pigment epithelial cells in dose more than 1.5mg/ml31. In
the safe range, intracameral voriconzole can be used in
adjunct with intrastromal voriconazole in recalcitrant cases
with hypopyon. (Figure 3a and 3b)

Figure 2c. Clinical photograph demonstrating the effect of topical
natamycin 5% along with 1% intrastromal Voriconazole in a case
of non resolving fungal keratitis at week 4

and a barrage is made all around the involved or ulcerated
area. These injections may be repeated 72 hours later. In
a study published in 2011, Sharma N et al injected
intrastromal voriconazole in 12 eyes with recalcitrant fungal
keratitis29. Of these, 10 eyes healed with scar formation
(Figure 2 a,b,c) while two eyes required therapeutic
penetrating keratoplasty. In another study by Sharma N et
al, forty cases of fungal corneal ulcer not responding to
standard topical natamycin 5 percent drops for 2 weeks
were randomised into treatment with either hourly topical
voriconazole or at least three intrastromal voriconazole
injections30. There was no statistical difference in mean
duration to healing. The incidence of perforation and
posterior synechiae were similar while pain was
significantly more frequent in the intrastromal group.

Figure 3b. Post operative day 14 clinical photograph of intracameral along with intrastromal voriconazole
O

Other novel methods of antifungal drug delivery
in deeper recalcitrant ulcers

Pallikaris et al in 2015 published a report where they
successfully used Femtosecond laser to create a corneal
pocket for direct instillation of antifungal drug deeper into
the cornea32.
Natamatrix, a tiny dissolvable matrix which can be inserted
into stroma is another novel technique being described
for targetd drug delivery.
O

Figure 3a. Pre operative clinical photograph of fungal keratitis with
fungal ball in the anterior chamber
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Role of therapeutic penetrating keratoplasty
(TPK)

Several studies have shown that Therapeutic PK has a
role in the management of severe and refractory keratitis
with a high success in restoring anatomical integrity. But
on the other hand graft re infection rates are high especially
in case of fungal and acanthamoeba keratitis33.
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Conclusion:
Recalcitrant microbial keratitis is a challenge to every
ophthalmologist. Its management involves a step by step
approach. Timely diagnosis and intervention may save the
ulcer from perforation. Newer modalities such as Collagen
cross linking, intrastromal and intracameral drug injections
and other methods of targeted drug delivery may be tried.
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Ocular anomalies in static encephalopathy: A review
Manisha Nagpal1, Zia Chaudhuri1,2

S

tatic encephalopathy (SE) is defined as nonprogressive dysfunction of the brain1. The effects on
development depend on the part of the brain involved and
on the severity of the damage” 2. Brain damage associated
with SE is permanent; consequently, there is no cure.3
Cerebral palsies are a subgroup of SE, defined as ‘A group
of disorders of the development of movement and posture
causing activity limitation, that are attributed to nonprogressive disturbances in the developing fetal or infant
brain’4.
Where only one or a few specific relatively mild cognitive
modalities are impaired, comprises the learning disabled,
whereas more severe conditions affecting many or all
cognitive domains comprise the intellectually disabled.5
The degree of deficits in individuals with SE or the large
subgroup CP is dependent on the location and extent of
underlying CNS injury 5. The clinical pattern is often
predictive of the site of lesions and may be predictive of
underlying cause5. Postnatal neural development may
impart a pseudoprogressive appearance to the static
deficits of CP, or of conditions within the wider spectrum
of SE, due to the fact that damage to various systems
may not become fully apparent until such systems “come
on line” during postnatal development6. It is important to
note that despite the possible infantile worsening of
manifestations, most children with CP will experience, at
varied rates and degrees, improvement over the course of
their development5,6.

Cerebral Palsy:
CP comprises the major subgroup of static encephalopathy,
covering a group of non-progressive, but often changing,
motor impairment syndromes secondary to lesions or
anomalies of the brain arising in the early stages of its
developmentand consists of group of conditions of different
etiologies, but with distinctive clinical features7. The motor
abnormalities dominate the clinical picture. The motor

disorders of CP are often accompanied by disturbances
of sensation, perception, cognition, communication and
behavior, epilepsy, and secondary musculoskeletal
problems8,9,10.

Prevalence of CP:
In developed countries, the overall estimated prevalence
of CP is 2-2.5 cases per 1000 live births11, 12. The prevalence
of this disorder among preterm and very preterm infants is
substantially higher than term babies13, 14. In the developing
world, the prevalence of CP is not well established but
estimates are 1.5-5.6 cases per 1000 live births13, 14.

Etiology and Risk factors:
The etiology of CP is very diverse and multifactorial. The
causes are congenital, genetic, inflammatory, infectious,
anoxic, traumatic and metabolic 15. The injury to the
developing brain may be prenatal, natal or postnatal16. The
most important risk factor seems to be prematurity and
low birth weight (LBW) with risk of CP increasing with
decreasing gestational age and birth weight. CP is seen in
10-18% of babies in 500–999 grams birth weight17. CP
occurs more commonly in children who are born very
prematurely or at term. Although term infants are at
relatively low absolute risk, term births constitute the large
majority of all births, as well as approximately half of all
births of children with CP.18 Another risk factor is prenatal
maternal chorio-amnionitis accounting for as much as 12%
of CP in term infants and 28% in premature infants18,19.
Cystic periventricular leukomalacia (CPVL) is a risk factor
with 60%-100% of patients with CPVL developing CP.
Perinatal cerebral hypoxia–ischemia remains a frequent
cause of the chronic handicapping conditions of CP, mental
retardation (MR), learning disability, and epilepsy 20.
Estimates suggest that between 2 and 4/1000 full-term
newborn infants suffer asphyxia at or shortly before birth21.
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Approximately 15% to 20% of such asphyxiated infants
who exhibit hypoxic–ischemic encephalopathy actually die
during the newborn period, and of the survivors, 25% will
exhibit permanent neuropsychologic deficits including MR,
visual motor or visual perceptive dysfunction, increased
hyperactivity, CP, and epilepsy20,21.

provide an objective classification of the patterns of motor
disability observed in patients with CP22,23.

CP can be classified according to topographical distribution
of motor involvement-monoplegia, hemiplegia, diplegia and
quadriplegia and on the basis of neuro-muscular deficit
into spastic (most common-70-75%), Dyskinetic (Dystonic
+ Choreoathetoid) (10-15%), Ataxic (<5%), Hypotonic
(2.6%), Mixed (Spastic with any other form of CP) (15.4%)21
Assessment of functional disability is done by Gross Motor
Function Classification System (GMFCS) which classifies
age-specific gross motor activity and Manual Ability
Classification System (MACS) which classifies child’s
manual abilities with both hands according to severity to

1.

Mental retardation (MR) is a common association of
CP up to an extent of 60%24.

2.

Visual impairments and disorders of ocular motility
are common (28%) in children with CP21.

3.

There is an increased presence of strabismus,
amblyopia, nystagmus, optic atrophy, and refractive
errors. Children whose CP is due to PVL are also more
likely to have visual perceptual problems like
weakness in visual object recognition, visuospatial
skills, visual memory and oculomotor control25, 26.

Deficits seen in CP:
75% patients with CP present with associated deficits.
These include21-27:

Table-1:Overall visual problem in children with CP in percentages: 30-40
Research

No of
participants with CP

Visual
impairment (%)

Specific visual
problem observed

Breakey30 (1955)

100

56

Squint (49%)

Altman et al31. (1966)

64

92

Refractive errors (90%) Squint (66%)

Black32 (1982)

117

77.8

Squint (52.5%)Refractive errors (50%)

Schenk-Rootlieb et al33.

164

71

Cerebral visual impairment (84%)

131

46

Refractive errors (37%)Amblyopia

(1992)
Arnoldi et al34. (2006)

(24%)Optic

nerve

abnormality

(16%)Cortical visual impairment (14%)
Katoch et al35. (2007)

200

68

Refractive errors (33.5%)Squint (39%)

Venkateswaran &

92

80

Not specified

Hou et al37. (2010)

354

38.98

Not specified

Elmenshawy et al38. (2010)

46

76

Shevell36 (2008)

Refractive errors (67.2%)Squint
(32.8%)Cerebral visual impairment
(51.4%)

Sasmal et al39 (2011)

140

42.1

Squint (36.4%)

Ozturk et al40 (2012)

194

78.9

Squint (55.2%)
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4.

Hearing impairment occurs in approximately 12% of
children with CP. This occurs more commonly if the
etiology of CP is related to very LBW, kernicterus,
neonatal meningitis or severe hypoxic-ischemic
insults21.

5.

Epilepsy is common in children with CP, 35% to 62%
of children develop epilepsy.

6.

Speech and language is affected in CP due to bilateral
corticobulbar and oro-motor dysfunctions21, 24.

7.

Oro-motor problems with feeding difficulties,
swallowing dysfunction and drooling are also
present27.

8.

Abnormalities of proprioception and tactile sensations
are common in children with CP21.

9.

Psychiatric disorders such as anxiety, depression,
conduct disorders and hyperkinesis and inattention
are seen as often as in 61% of 6%-10 year-old-children
with hemiplegic CP21, 27.

Ocular disorders are very common in children with CP.
Guzzetta et al (2001)hypothesized that disorders of visual
function are most often due to damage of the central visual
pathway28. Hoyt et al(2003) hypothesized that perinatal
hypoxic ischemia is the most cause of visually significant
brain injury in CP and damage to any one or more of at
least 5 separate visual systems (primary visual cortex,
visual associative cortex area, optic radiations, optic
nerves, and visual attention pathways) may account for
the visual disability of children with brain injury29.

A.

Strabismus and ocular motility
disturbances

Ocular motility disturbances and strabismus has been
found to have the highest incidence amongst ocular
disorders in most studies. The incidence of strabismus
within the general population is considered to be 2.5–4%41.
The incidence in CP has been variously reported as 75%
by Guibor42 (1953), 37% by Douglas43 (1960,61), 31% by
Evans44 (1968), 25% by Asher et al45 (1950), 48% by
Breakey30 (1955), 43% bySchacat46 (1957) and 35.7% by
Govind et al47 (1988).

Various studies have reported types of
strabismus in CP:
Guibor42 postulated that the ocular motility defects occur
due to the cortical disturbances present in these patients.
Guibor (1950) reported ocular defects in more than 50%
of 142 children with CP in their study. Esotropia was

observed most frequently, in 51% cases as against
exotropia in 9% cases. Horizontal conjugate defects were
observed in 33% patients42. Schrire et al (1956) have found
strabismus in 16 out of 73 cases. Breakey et al (1955) 30
also reported a high prevalence of strabismus (49/100) in
a set of 100 patients with CP. Schachat et al (1956) 46
found ocular motility problems in 46/98 children. 43 patients
had squint, of which 22 had convergent and 21 had
divergent squint48.
Smith (1965) noted the ratio of convergent to divergent
squint was 2.5:1 and the ratio of noncomitant to comitant
squint was also 2.5:1 49 .Govind et al (1988)reported
strabismus in 35.7% with 20% (comitant) and 17.5%
(paralytic)47. Black et al (1982) studied the convergence:
divergence ratio in 120 children with CP and observed it
to be about 2-3:1 among subjects with concomitant squints
as against about 8-10:1 in subjects with strabismus without
CP.10 There were 18 children with incomitant squints, of
which 2 had Duane’s retraction syndrome (DRS) 32.
Erkkila et al (1996)analyzed the characteristics of squint
and amblyopia in 48 children of CP with strabismus.
Congenital esotropia was common and ratio of primary
convergent versus divergent strabismus was 1.9:1. 17%
cases of strabismus were of paralytic origin, 52% patients
had vertical deviations and nystagmus was noted in 16%
patients50.
Ghasia et al (2008) studied different degrees and types of
visual dysfunction in 50 children with different severity of
CP, using both, the topographical and the GMFCS system.
Horizontal strabismus prevalence was high in each level
of GMFCS, with primary esotropia exceeding exotropia by
a ratio of 2.2:1. Prevalence of primary comitant esotropia
ranged from 60% to 70% in levels I and II (mildly impaired
group) and 40% in levels IV and V (severely impaired
group)51.
Ozturk et al (2012) found diplegics (47.4%) and tetraplegics
(36.1%) were found to harbor a greater extent of abnormal
ocular findings than hemiplegia (16.5%). The group with
tetraplegia had the greatest extent of visual problems.
Strabismus was seen in 107 patients (55.2%)40. The ratio
of esotropia to exotropia was 2.5:1. Of 73 patients with
esotropia, 31 (42.5%) had refractive accommodative
esotropia, while 11 cases (15.1%) had variable angle
esotropia40. Variable angle exotropia was also seen in 6 of
31 patients with exotropia. Vertical deviation was seen in
5 cases. Variable angle means angle is not constant.
Isolated vertical deviation was seen40. Lew et al (2014) 52
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studied 47 children of CP. 21 (44.7%) children had
strabismus. Esotropia was present in 12 (25.5%) cases,
exotropia in 8 (17.0%) cases and hypertropia in 1 (2.1%)
case52.

B.

Refractive errors

A positive correlation between the extent of brain damage
and refractive errors, particularly high hypermetropia, has
been noted by Jevon and Gardiner53,54.Jevon (1967)
hypothesized that hypermetropia is more common than
myopia amongst educationally subnormal children53.
Gardiner (1963) hypothesized incidence of hypermetropia
amongst brain-damaged children at school for the
physically handicapped54.
Govind et alstudied the distribution of refractive status in
70 patients with CP. 20 (28.5%) of the total cases had
refractive errors, which included 50% (10) cases with
astigmatism, 25% (5) with myopia and 25% (5) with
hypermetropia47. Ghasia et al studied 50 children where
all had low-to-moderate degrees of ametropia (-0.50 D to
-4 D), with hyperopes exceeding myopes by a ratio of
2.5:151. The most common type of ametropia was low to
moderate hyperopia. A trend was evident toward high
myopia in the children with severe CP (levels 3–5)51.
Anisometropia was detected in 10% to 20%, distributed
equivocally across all levels of GMFCS51. With respect to
anatomic subtype and sensory deficits, children with
diplegic CP were distinguished by a substantially higher
percentage (69%) of low to moderate hyperopia51. A higher
percentage (59%) of children with spastic CP had low to
moderate hyperopia, whereas a higher percentage (44%)
of mixed CP had high myopia51.
Lew et al (2014)studied 47 children of CP of which 37 had
ametropia including myopia (23.4%), hyperopia (46.8%),
and astigmatism (34%). They found that hyperopia was
higher in the higher levels of GMFCS 52. When the
distribution of ametropia across the GMFCS levels were
assessed, the prevalence of ametropia was observed to
be higher in the severely impaired group (level IV and V)
as compared with the mildly impaired group (Level I-III)52.

C.

D.

Gaze disorders:

Black et al (1982)found that nystagmus was found only in
the ataxic and spastic types of CP32. Jerky eye movements,
not amounting to true nystagmus, were seen in 3 children
with spasticity32. 8 of the 19 children had searching or
pendular nystagmus associated with obvious ocular
lesions, with a very marked latent nystagmus
superimposed in 4 patients. 3 other children with pure latent
nystagmus were observed, associated in each case with
a convergent squint. Of those patients with central
nystagmus, 3 had upbeat nystagmus and 5 had horizontal
nystagmus. All of the former and 1 of the latter had pure
ataxic CP. Gaze palsies were seen in 5 patients32. Katoch
et al35 and Govind et al47 reported nystagmus in 5.5% (11
out of 200) and 5.7% (4 out of 70) patients respectively35,47.
Lew et al (2015) 52 reported infantile nystagmus in 2 patients
diagnosed with bilateral spastic CP. One child with bilateral
spastic CP had left-gaze palsy in both eyes52.

E.

Visual field defects:

The presence of field defects in children having CP was
noticed first by Schrire in 1953 where he found
Homonymous hemianopia in 1 out of 73 of his cases48.
Black et al (1982) found 11% incidence (13 children) of
visual field defects32. They were found only in children with
spastic CP. Hemianopia was present in children with
Spastic diplegia (2), spastic quadriplegia (3), spastic
hemiplegia (1) and constriction of fields in spastic diplegics
(3) and spastic quadriplegics (4)32.

F.

Cerebral Visual Impairment (CVI) 55

Schenk-Rootlieb et al (1992)33 reported an incidence of
84%. Cerebral visual problems are frequent among children
affected by periventricular leukomalacia (PVL)55.

G.

Ambylopia

Amblyopia is an important cause of subnormal vision in
children with CP as described by Guibor42. Guibor et
al(1953) had commented that amblyopia may result from
the failure of development of vision or from deterioration
of vision as a result of disuse or mal-use42. Schrire et

58

al(1956) observed amblyopia in 12 out of a study group of
73, associated with strabismus and anisometropia48. Black
et al (1982) found an incidence of 15% amblyopia coexisting with strabismus, anisometropia or both in children
with CP32.

Delayed visual maturation (DVM)

Delayed visual maturation (DVM) is a term used to describe
infants who do not exhibit the ability to fix or follow objects
in the environment, but subsequently improves by the age
of 6 months without treatment56. CP and MR were found
much more commonly in preterm infants with DVM than in
preterm infants without DVM56.
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Other eye defects:

Guibor (1953) reported an incidence of 2% optic atrophy,
0.5% macular coloboma and 2% ptosis in the cohort with
CP42. Schrire(1956) reportedopticatrophy in 4.1% and
anisocoria in 1.56%48. Breaker(1955) reported association
of congenital cataract with iris coloboma in his group of
patients. These defects were found in approximately 25%
cases30. Schacat(1956) et al evaluated 98 patients, out of
which he reported 1 case of ptosis, 1 of congenital cataract,
1 of corneal leucoma46. Diamond et al(1959) in their study
on 17 cases of CP have reported congenital myopia (1),
alternating hyperphoria (1), congenital corneal scar (1) and
congenital word aphasia (2) in CP patients57. Black et al
(1982) in their study on 180 children reported
microophthalmos (5 cases), buphthalmos (1 case), corneal
opacity (2 cases), cataract (3 cases), heterochromiairidis
(3 cases), uveal coloboma (3 cases), pigmentary
retinopathy (3 cases), retinopathy of prematurity (3 cases),
optic atrophy (12 cases) and optic disc hypoplasia (3
cases)32. Microphthalmos was seen in association in
association with spasticity in 4 patients and in 1 with atonic
CP32. In one case, it was associated with uveal coloboma,
anterior synechiae, shallow anterior chamber, disc
hypoplasia and absence of septum pellucidum32. Optic
atrophy was seen in 10% of children. They found that most
of the optic disc abnormalities were associated with spastic
CP32. The incidence of defects of colour vision was 8%32,
which is about the same as that in the normal population58.
Govind et al(1988) found optic atrophy in 10%, ptosis in
1.43% and coloboma of iris and choroid in 2.9% children
with CP47. Katoch et al(2002) studied 200 patients of which
62 patients (31%) has a normal fundus picture35. Temporal
disc pallor was present in 22 patients (11%). Diffuse disc
pallor was present in 11 patients (5.5%)35. 1 patient had
advanced glaucomatous cupping in both eyes. Myopic
fundus was observed in 1 patient. Macular choroiditis,
fundal coloboma and a salt and pepper fundus associated
with deafness were present in 1 patient each35. Lew et al
(2014) reported abnormal fundus findings in 6 patients of
which 2 children had retinopathy of prematurity, which had
been treated with laser photocoagulation therapy in both
eyes, 2 had myopic crescent and 2 others had optic atrophy
in both eyes52.

Diagnosis and management:
Detailed history, neurological evaluation with
developmental milestones by pediatrician and neuroimaging (MRI Brain or CT Head) to document intracerebral

lesions for the objective diagnosis of SE/CP, BERA for the
assessment of hearing and as an assessment of baselevel brainstem assessment in these children and EEG
for cases with associated epilepsy, IQ assessment for
learning disabilities and ophthalmological assessment for
visual milestones and development6.
The management of CP is multi-disciplinary59. The goal is
to improve the quality of life of the child by managing
treatable co-morbidities, providing support and therapies
aimed at skill building within the framework of existing
individual strengths and weaknesses59. With respect to the
ocular manifestations, ocular misalignment can be
managed with simple maneuvers like correction of
refractory errors and patching for amblyopia59. If the
deviation does not change or partially changes with
optimum refractive correction or the eyes do not
demonstrate any refractive error and both eyes are capable
of taking up alternate fixation (thus precluding gross
amblyopia), strabismus surgery is indicated to correct that
component of deviation which is not ameliorated by
refractive correction so as to restore back motor ocular
alignment, important for optimum sensory rehabilitation59.
Thus in synopsis, SE is defined as non-progressive
dysfunction of the brain1. Likewise, CP is a permanent,
non-progressive disorder of movement and posture due
to a lesion of the fetal or infant brain4. CP is a SE, the
clinical pattern of presentation may change with time due
to growth and developmental plasticity and maturation of
the central nervous system over time4. During the period
of infancy and childhood, modification in muscle tone and
function are readily apparent4. Indeed the diagnosis of the
type of CP and full extent of motor disability may not be
evident until 3 or 4 years of age60. Such changes may result
from the fact that deficits from damaged brain areas that
normally should become functional at pre-determined ages,
become manifest only at those ages60,61. It is at this time
that the child should have his or her initial ophthalmological
assessment. Ocular disorders are very common in SE
including CP such as strabismus, refractive errors,
amblyopia, gaze palsies, visual field defects4. CVI and DVM
are also frequent in these children56. These disorders can
easily be missed if the treating physician does not examine
the CP child carefully or if the child is not sent to an
ophthalmologist 32. These problems are of immense
concern for the complete clinical assessment, education
and rehabilitation of these children. The ophthalmologist
can help by giving an accurate appraisal of the visual,
visuosensory and oculomotor assets of a patient with CP,
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thus aiding the development of visually directed behaviour
patterns32. Early diagnosis and proper management of
ocular disorders also aids in promoting better parent-child
relationship thereby reducing the difficulties which may
exacerbate behavioral problems later21, 32. Modulation of
muscle tone and functions are the mainstay of rehabilitative
management in this condition32. It is in this context that
visual behavior, its impairment and subsequent
rehabilitation assumes great significance62. Development
and cognition, both depend on strong sensory inputs.
Vision is one of the most important sensory perceptions
that aid developmental training and hence its correction, if
subnormal or optimization is of paramount importance in
the management of any patient with SE32. Visual loss or
subnormal vision in SE may be due to cerebral damage
and cortical visual impairment as a result of the same, or
may be due to local anomalies in the eye, including
anomalies associated with its optical character (refractive
errors) or structural anomalies32, 51,63. Usually children with
CP are not examined with care due to a difficulty in making
an assessment because of their mental and physical
disability or with the idea that nothing much can be done
to help them cope up with their already poor condition.
Early diagnosis and appropriate management of ocular
problems can help the child evolve to his maximum
potential62.
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A Comparative study on trabeculectomy with trabeculotomy and
trabeculectomy with Mitomycin C in primary congenital glaucoma
Kamya Sharma1, Prashant Bhushan1, Deepak Mishra1, M K Singh1

Abstract
AIM-Primary congenital glaucoma (PCG) is traditionally treated with Goniotomy, trabeculotomy, or trabeculectomy, but these
procedures have had limited success. Trabeculectomy with antifibrotic agents and trabeculectomy with trabeculotomy are two other
options for these patients. This study aims to compare these two methods. Methods: Patients with PCG in the age group of 016 years were included, 15 patients (Group 1) underwent Trabeculectomy with Mitomycin C while 15 others (Group 2) underwent
Trabeculectomy with Trabeculotomy. Pre- and postoperative intraocular pressures (IOPs), visual acuities, success rate, bleb
characteristics, surgical failure and complications were studied. Results: In first group, 66.7% children were male and 33% were
female and in second group, 53.3% were male and 46.7% were female. Preoperative mean IOP was 30.93 mmHg in group 1 and
30.13 mmHg in group 2. Post-operative IOP was 16.67 in Group 1 and 20.73 mm of Hg at 6 months. Both Groups had a
decrease in corneal diameter post operatively, but the decrease was not clinically significant. The visual acuity in group 1 was better
improved as compared to group 2. The complications noted were almost comparable in the two groups, with a marginally higher
percentage in group 2. Conclusion: The study demonstrated higher success rates among children who underwent trabeculectomy
with Mitomycin-C compared to trabeculectomy with trabeculotomy.
Keywords: Trabeculotomy, trabeculectomy, Mitomycin C.

P

rimary Congenital Glaucoma (PCG) is a rare eye
disorder which accounts for 0.01-0.04% of total
blindness. The disease is usually manifested at birth or
early childhood (before 3 years of age). A majority of
patients (about 60%) are diagnosed by the age of 6 months,
and 80% are diagnosed within the first year of life. A slight
predominance of males is common (about 65%), and
involvement is usually bilateral (about 70%) 1.

Medical therapy usually provides a supportive role to
reduce the IOP temporarily, to clear the cornea, and further
to facilitate for surgical intervention. Primary surgical
treatment is usually with goniotomy or trabeculotomy,
although combined trabeculotomy with trabeculectomy
may be useful in certain populations with a high risk of
failure of goniotomy or trabeculotomy. Refractory paediatric
glaucomas may be managed with trabeculectomy with antifibrotic drugs, glaucoma drainage implants and
cyclodestructive procedure.
Trabeculectomy has shown to be of limited success in PCG
patients2. Combined trabeculotomy and trabeculectomy
surgery, may be performed as a primary or secondary

procedure. It is used as a primary procedure in patients
who are expected to have a poor prognosis with initial
goniotomy or trabeculotomy. Trabeculectomy with
Mitomycin C is another alternative and most people are
well-versed with this procedure. In this study, we compare
safety and outcome between two surgical procedures i.e.
Trabeculectomy with trabeculotomy and Trabeculectomy
with Mitomycin C in paediatric patients with glaucoma in
north Indian population.

Materials and Methods:
The study was performed on 30 randomly selected patients
of PCG in the age group of 0-16 years from the cases of
PCG coming to hospital for treatment. Total selected 30
cases 15 were further divided into two groups group I and
group II according to treatment procedure as discussed
below. One patient was recruited randomly in the study on
each day of surgery from listed cases of concerned age. If
there was only one case of target age group on a particular
surgery day, then it was taken into selection. The same
procedure was continued until we enroled the targeted
number of cases. A blind procedure was adopted in the
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selection of treatment plan. This randomized study was
carried out on 30 cases in the Department of
Ophthalmology of a tertiary care hospital in north India
during February 2012 to February 2013. The included
cases were operated alternately by the two surgical
procedures.
z

Group I: Trabeculectomy with Mitomycin C (n=15)

z

Group II: Trabeculectomy with Trabeculotomy (n=15)

Only patients with PCG in the age between 0-16 years
were included, whereas patients above 16 years of age
with unconfirmed diagnosis or diagnosis other than PCG
were excluded from the study.
Pre- and postoperative intraocular pressures (IOPs), visual
acuities, IOP control, bleb characteristics, surgical failure
and complications were studied. Successful IOP control
was taken as IOP between 7 and 21 mmHg, without
antiglaucoma medications, without further antiglaucoma
surgery and without any sight-threatening complication.
The ocular family history, age at onset and presenting signs
and symptoms were collected, horizontal corneal diameter,
cup disc ratio, gonioscopic finding, intraocular pressure,
visual acuity and ocular motility was recorded. Visual acuity
in patients too young for assessment of numerical values
was extrapolated from oculomotor fixation patterns.
Horizontal and vertical corneal diameter was measured
under general anaesthesia by means of Castroviejo
callipers, and values greater than 10.5 mm at birth or
greater than 11.5mm at one year was considered
suspicious.
Cup-disc ratio was evaluated by direct and indirect
ophthalmoscopy, where possible and ratio of 0.3 or higher
was considered suspicious. Intraocular pressure (IOP) was
measured under general anaesthesia by means of Schiotz
tonometer, I-Care tonometer or slit lamp mounted
Applanation tonometer was used when children were old
enough to tolerate this technique. IOP was evaluated with
threshold values, 21mmHg. IOP higher than 21mmHg and
necessity of medication were included as treatment failure.
Standard surgical procedures were followed.
Postoperatively, a repeat examination under ketamine was
performed. All patients were evaluated on postoperative
first week, one month, three months and sixth months
under general anesthesia except for three patients above
10 years of age. These three patients crossed the age of
10 years during follow-up. Immediate post op complications
like flat chamber, hyphema, suture abscess, if any, were
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recorded in both groups on all visits. Follow up also
included clinical and orthoptic assessments. The presence
of amblyopia was assessed at each visit.

Observations and Results:
In first group 66.7% children were male and 33% were
female and in second group 53.3% were male and 46.7%
were female (table. 1).

Table 1: Age wise distribution
Age group

Group 1(n=15)

Group 2(n=15)

0-<5

8

9

5-<10

5

5

10-<16

2

1

Distribution of clinical features in both groups is described
in table 2. Photophobia was the predominant feature in
both groups.

Table 2: Comparison of baseline clinical
features in two groups
Group 1

Group 2

Signs

n (%)

n (%)

Photophobia

12(80)

11(73.3)

Blepharospasm

9(60)

9(60)

Epiphora

6(40)

8(53.3)

8(53.3)

5(33.3)

Corneal edema

Table 3 comparison of IOP preoperatively and
on follow up
Variables

Group 1
(mean±SD)

Group 2
(mean±SD)

p-value

IOP preop

30.93 ± 2.84

30.13 ± 3.50

0.498

IOP 7day

12.40 ± 2.13

14.73 ± 2.60

0.012

IOP 1 month

14.07 ± 1.90

16.53 ± 2-06

0.002

IOP 3 month

15.20 ± 1.78

17.93 ± 2.25

0.001

IOP 6 month

16.67 ± 1.83

20.73 ± 3.63

0.001
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Table 4: Comparison of corneal diameter in
group I and group II
Variables

Figure 1: Graphical comparison of IOP changes in both the groups.

Baseline IOP and serial IOP in follow up visits are described
in table 3. While there was no significant difference
between mean IOP of two groups at baseline, significantly
lower IOP was observed in group 1 at all follow up visits

Group 1
(Mean±SD)

Group 2
p-value
(Mean±SD)

Corneal diameter
pre-operative

13.527±0.7005

13.233±0.7188

0.267

Corneal diameter
7 day

13.580±0.7370

13.280±0.7253

0.271

Corneal diameter
1 month

13.580±0.7193

13.253±0.7337

0.228

Corneal diameter
3 month

13.500±0.6793

13.200±0.7280

0.253

Corneal diameter
6 month

13.453±0.6696

13.147±0.7220

0.238

Table 5: Comparison of visual acuity in group I and group II.
Group 1 (n=15)
Age
in months

Group 2 (n=15)

Preoperative
visual status

Postoperative
visual status

Preoperative
visual status

Postoperative
visual status

Closes eye on
exposure to light

Follow and
fix to light

1

Unable to
see light

Follow large
and slow moving
objects only

1.5

focuses in
dim light

Central Steady
fixation Maintained

1.5

Fix to
dim light

Follows light

1.5

Follows and
fixes to light

Central Steady
fixation Maintained

1.5

Central Steady
fixation Maintained

Central Steady
fixation Maintained

12

Unable to open
eye in light

Central Steady
fixation not Maintained

2

Only open eyes
to dim light

6/60

24

6/60

6/36

4

6/24

6/24

48

6/36

6/24

18

6/24

6/36

36

6/24

6/12

30

6/60

6/24

60

6/36

6/6

36

6/12

6/6

78

6/18

6/12

72

6/12

6/12

80

6/18

6/6

84

6/36

6/18

72

6/36

6/12

90

6/9

6/6

120

6/60

6/36

96

6/24

6/12

132

6/36

6/9

110

6/60

6/36

136

6/18

6/9

138

6/36

6/36

12

Unable to
follow light

Central Steady
fixation Maintained

16

Open eyes
only to dim light

Central Steady
fixation Maintained

1

Age
in months
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Table 6: Complications in group I and in
group II
Complications

Group 1
No.
%

Group 2
No.
%

Flat bleb

0

0

2

13.33

Shallow anterior
chamber

2

13.33

2

13.33

hyphema

1

6.67

1

6.67

Choroidal
detachment

0

0

0

0

In both the groups, postoperative lowest IOP value was
observed on day 7 follow up, which was followed by gradual
rise in both the groups (Figure 1).
Difference in both groups at 6 months follow up was
significantly less compared to baseline value (p<0.001 in
both groups).
When comparing the corneal diameter in both groups
preoperatively and diameter taken on 7th day, 1 month, 3
months and 6 months postoperatively, mean corneal
diameter when compared, change was not significant in
both the groups (Table 4).
When a comparison was made between preoperative and
postoperative visual acuity in both groups, Group I showed
improvement in visual acuity postoperatively than Group
II (Table 5).
In first group there were 3 complications, 2 shallow anterior
chambers and 1 hyphema which are 13.33% and 6.67%
respectively. In second group there were total 5
complications, 2 flat bleb, 2 shallow anterior chambers,
and 1 hyphema (Table 6).

Discussion:

Al Hazmi showed that Trabeculectomy with Mitomycin-C
is successful in terms of better IOP control and less
complication than primary trabeculectomy alone7.
Filtration surgery is shown to have less success in children
and youngsters than in adults8. There are many factors
implicated in the lower success rates in children 9,10, which
include greater anatomical complexity, marked conjunctival
and scleral fibrovascular response and a difficult postoperative follow up 11,12. With the use of antifibrotic agents,
the success of trabeculectomy in children has been
demonstrated to increase in different studies 10,13,14.
In our study IOP was more controlled in group 1 and there
is an increase in IOP in group 2 post operatively, which
shows Trabeculectomy with Mitomycin –C is more effective
than trabeculotomy with trabeculectomy in congenital
glaucoma.
In our study, success rates in group 1 (Trabulectomy with
Mitomycin-C) was 100% in first week, 80% in first month &
70% in 6 months follow up period.
In group 2 (trabeculectomy with trabeculotomy) the success
was 80% in first week, 60% in first month & 6th months
respectively in the follow up period. With progress of time
success rate was decreasing. This is the same with other
quoted studies.
In group 1 the overall complication rate was lower (2 cases
of shallow Anterior Chamber due to over filtration, 1 case
of hyphema; total 3 cases). While in group 2, there were
total 5 post operative complications (1 shallow anterior
chamber due to over filtration and 1 case of hyphema and
2 cases of flat web) was observed.
In a series of 19 Mitomycin-C trabeculectomy Mandal AK
described an extremely high (95%) success rate.
However, their study included only one patient under the
age of 1 year. In contrast, in our study the age range was
0-16 years and children with only primary congenital
glaucomas have been taken.

13

Our study is a comparison of trabeculectomy with
Mitomycin-C versus trabeculectomy with trabeculotomy
and results tell that trabeculectomy with Mitomycin-C was
a better procedure. The initial surgical procedure in PCG
was goniotomy and trabeculotomy with success rate
ranging from 70% to 100% 3, 4. Primary trabeculectomy is
an alternative for the patients in which trabeculotomy and
goniotomy are contraindicated or when the first procedure
fails.
According to Elder (1994) trabeculectomy with
trabeculotomy gives better and more successful result than
trabeculectomy alone but again Elder studied in 1999 that
trabeculectomy with Mitomycin – C is even better than
trabeculectomy alone5.
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According to A K Mandal Trabeculectomy with
Trabeculotomy gives more complications than
Trabeculectomy alone and our results have similar
conclusions 6.

Beck and associates 15described a success rate of 53%
after a 24 months follow-up, although they had a large
number of aphakic patients and a mean age of 91.2
months. Sidoti et al had a success rate of 59% in a series
of 29 eyes, with a mean follow-up time of 25.1+ /-16
months2.
Endophthalmitis is a major complication associated with
trabeculectomy that has been reported in children who
have under gone trabeculectomy with Mitomycin-C. In our
study only 1 case of blebitis was noted. Over filtering bleb
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was managed conservatively by tight pad and bandage
(total 3 cases, 2 in trabeculectomy with Mitomycin-C group
and 1 in trabeculectomy without Mitomycin-C group).
Complication rate in our study was significantly higher in
trabeculectomy with Mitomycin-C group that is correlating
with other studies also described higher incidence of
infectious complications with higher Mitomycin-C
concentration6, 12.
Susana et al 14 achieved an overall success rate of 67%
with a mean follow-up of 17 months in a series of 56
patients (79 eyes) with glaucoma treated with
trabeculectomy and adjunctive Mitomycin-C. The success
rate was lower than our study. This may be due to inclusion
of developmental glaucoma in that study.
Studies with longer follow up report success rate of 30%
to 35% 12,16 . This success rate was lower than our study
(100% at first week, 80% at first month & 70% at 6 months).
In trabeculectomy with Mitomycin-C, this may be due to
short follow-up of period in our study or due to small study
group (P-value 0.523).
In pediatric patients (age< 18 years of age), it has been
reported that trabeculectomy without adjunctive
antimetabolites achieves less successful outcome in 30%50% of cases 12. The highest success rate (50%) was
reported in a study with a relatively short follow-up (mean
15.5 months) 17.

Conclusion:
Our study demonstrated higher success rate among
children who underwent Trabeculectomy with MitomycinC compared to Trabeculectomy with trabeculotomy group
(P=0.001). The primary trabeculectomy with Mitomycin-c
may be good alternative to other angle surgery (i.e.
goniotomy, trabeculotomy) in primary congenital glaucoma
patients. Although this was small study group (only 30)
and short follow up period (up to 6 months).
Acknowledgement: The authors acknowledge the
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Analysis of first 99 vitreoretinal cases operated by a beginner surgeon
independently in an advanced VR set up in a tertiary centre
Gitumoni Sharma1, Deepshikha Agrawal1

Abstract
Purpose: Analysis of first 99 vitreoretinal cases operated by a beginner surgeon independently in an advanced vitreoretinal set up
in a tertiary centre. Design :Retrospective interventional study. Materials and Methods: Retrospective analysis who had
undergone vitreoretinal surgery was done. Beginner surgeon is defined. The cases were divided into 8 groups based upon their
etiology. The categories having the maximum number of cases were found out. Outcome of surgeries were found in terms of Visual
acuity at presentation, Ist day and 42nd postoperative day and anatomical integrity. The complications if any were noted. Results:
There were 99 eyes for analysis. Retinal detachment were 18, open globe injuries 15, endophthalmitis 16 , proliferative diabetic
retinopathy and tractional retinal detachment 16, Vitreous haemorrhage 12 ,nucleus drop 5, other minor procedures 17.3 eyes
were one eyed.1(6%) patient of the retinal detachment surgery did not improve due to the macular hole developing later.3(13%)
in the open globe group and 3(19%) in endophthalmitis group each had phthisis bulbi.Only one (9%) case of proliferative
diabetic retinopathy and tractional retinal detachment had redetachment and undergone siliconoil exchange. No patients had
redetachment after silicon oil removal. The nonimprovingvision in 15 cases were because of the severity at presentation. Anatomical
success was 100% in the retinal detachment and nucleus drop group. Paired-t test was significant in retinal detachment (P=
0.001), open globe (P= 0.001), endophthalmitis (P= 0.001), proliferative diabetic retinopathy and tractional retinal detachment
(P = 0.001)and vitreous haemorrhage group (P=0.001). Conclusion: Beginner performed vitreoretinal procedures in different
groups with good outcome in terms of visual acuity and anatomical outcome with lesser complications related to the surgery.
Keyword: Vitreoretinal surgeries, endophthalmitis, phthisis bulbi, advanced vitreoretinal set up.

V

itreoretinal surgery undoubtedly has a steep learning
curve—one that requires awareness, technical skill,
and humility. There was a clear learning curve associated
with every surgery1. Adjustment to surgical technique and
prior experience with a technique seemed to flatten the
learning curve2.
There are numerous studies to demonstrate that operative
volume often yields improved clinical outcome3. However,
it is also a fact that there are associated factors to volume
alone for skill level.
The field of retina is constantly changing4. Thankfully,
modern vitreoretinal surgical techniques have reduced
overall complication rates, but when complications occur,
they can have devastating visual results5.

There are several factors of inertia at the end of the
beginner vitreoretinal surgeon which determines the results
of the first few surgeries. There is inertia also in the
employers end to allow a beginner to perform. There is no

programmed and equal training in the centres from where
the beginners come. This study, thus tried to see the results
of the vitreoretinal surgeries performed by a beginner
surgeon in an advanced vitreoretinal set-up so as to
minimize the gap between the inertia at these two levels.
In this study, the outcome of surgeries in terms of visual
acuity and anatomical success and its associated
complications and their cause was tried to be analysed.

Materials and Methods:
Retrospective analysis was done, of the case sheets of
100 patients who had undergone vitreoretinal surgery and
management by a single beginner surgeon independently
in an advanced vitreoretinal set-up in a tertiary eye care.
All the diagnosis and surgeries were done by a beginner
surgeon and whenever necessary only expert opinion
about the plan of surgery was taken from experienced
surgeon.
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Beginner surgeon is a 24 months vitreoretinal fellowship
trained surgeon who is doing independently for 10 months.
Visual outcome defined as good, poor and equivalent as
compared to presenting visual acuity. In the final visit if
best corrected visual acuity measured by ETDRS chart is
Good, it means better than presenting visual acuity, poor
means worse than presenting visual acuity and and
equivalent means equal to the presenting visual acuity.
The case sheets numbers were taken out from the
operation theatre register of those cases which were
operated by the beginner surgeonfrom 29th Nov. 2014- 31st
Sep. 2015. The different surgeries done in each cases
and the diagnosis was recorded. The visual acuity was
noted at preoperative, first postoperative and final
postoperative visits at 42nd day of the patient. All the
surgeries were performed with either 23gauge or 25
gaugeConstellation vitrectomy system with (Volk minicord
Excel) wide angle viewing system with stereoscopic
diagonal inverter.
Further, datas were entered into MS- Excel sheets. Further,
there were divisions into 7 more groups depending on their
diagnosis and treatment undergone as Retinal
Detachment undergone vitrectomy +/- belt buckle , Open
globe injury repaired , Endophthalmitis undergoing
vitrectomy, Vitrectomy for Proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy
with Tractional Retinal Detachment and Vitreous
Haemorrhage , Vitrectomy for vitreous haemorrhage due
to other causes, Nucleus drop undergone vitrectomy. The
categories having the maximum number of cases were
found out. Outcome of surgeries were found out in terms
of Visual acuity at presentation, Ist post- operative day
and at final visit of 42nd day. The complications if any were
noted.
Statistical calculation was done using Microsoft Excel and
Statistical Software SPSS 160.0. Visual acuity was seen
in logMAR chart and the values were changed to decibel
for ease of calculation. Paired student t-test was done in
preoperative visual acuity group and 42ndpostoperative
visual acuity group to see the significance of variation
between the groups and within the groups. P-value <0.05
was considered to test the 5% level of significance.

Results:
There were a total of 100 eyes operated between 29th Nov.
2014- 31stSep. 2015 by a beginner surgeon who had
started as independent vitreoretinal surgeon since 17th

Nov.2014. One case was excluded from the analysis aswas
diagnosed as pediatric giant retinal tear on the table and
was handed over to the experienced surgeon for further
intervention.
The 99 cases which were analyzed in this study were again
divided into 7 groups for ease of analysis (Table-1). Retinal
detachment undergoing vitrectomy with and without scleral
buckle were 18 eyes, open globe injuries getting repaired
were 15 eyes, endophthalmitis undergoing vitreous biopsy
and vitrectomy were 16 eyes, Vitrectomy for Proliferative
diabetic retinopathy with tractional retinal detachment were
16 eyes, Vitrectomy done for vitreous haemorrhage due
to other causes were 12 eyes, nucleus drop undergoing
vitrectomy were 5 eyes and other minor procedures like
intravitreal injections with cataract surgery after +/- pan
retinal photocoagulation were 17eyes.

Table 1 : Seven groups of patients operated
1.RD undergone vitrectomy +/- belt buckle-

18

2.Open globe injury repaired

15

3.Endophthalmitis undergoing vit

16

4.Vitrectomy for PDR TRD VH

16

5.Vitrectomy for vit haem due to other causes

12

6.Nucleus drop undergone vitrectomy

05

7.Other minor interventions like inj, prp +/- Phaco 17
99
3 patients were one eyed. One adult had cataract with
total rhegmatogenous retinal detachment with proliferative
vitreoretinopathy changes. He underwent BB+ Vit+ SOI
and then Phaco IOL + SOR in second stage. His BCVA
improved from PL in the preoperative period to 1.3 logMAR
in the final check-up. The other two were of paediatric age
groups. The first one was chorioretinalcolobomatous retinal
detachment who underwent BB+ Vit + SOI and then later
SOR + 14% C3F8 injection. BCVA in the final visit was
0.5 logMAR from HM+ve. The other was a macular on total
rhegmatogenous retinal detachment who first underwent
BB+Vit + SOI and then SOR in second stage. BCVA in this
case improved from CFCF to 0.6 logMAR.
The X-Y Scatter in Fig.1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. compares the
logMAR visual acuity in preoperative, first postoperative
day and 42nd postoperative day in each groups.1(6%)
patient of the proliferative vitreoretinopathy with total retinal
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detachment surgery did not improve due to the macular
hole developing later. Fig.1.

Fig.1 :X-Y Scattershowing the logMar Visual acuity in preop, 1day
PO , and final PO in RD.

3(13%) patients in the open globe group had phthisis bulbi.
Inspite of the globe repair being done successfully and
though the globe was salvaged, these patients had
irreparable retinal detachment seen on the B-Scan in the
first post-operative day Fig.2. 2(20%) patients in the open
globe group did not improve after the successful repair.
One patient had persistent PL vision due to traumatic optic
nerve injury. Another patient had prexisting total corneal
opacity due to which he had persistent HM vision. Fig.2.

Fig.3 :X-Y Scatter showing the logMar Visual acuity in preop,
1day PO , and final PO in Endophthalmitis.

Only 1 (9%) case of proliferative diabetic retinopathy with
tractional retinal detachment had redetachment and
undergone silicon oil exchange. Another 2(18%) patients
were operated on advanced stage of proliferative diabetic
retinopathy and vision did not improve significantly after
surgery. Fig. 4.

Fig.4 :X-Y Scatter showing the logMar Visual acuity in preop,
1day PO, and final PO in PDR TRD VH.
Fig.2 :X- Y Scatter showing the logMar Visual acuity in preop,
1day PO , and final PO in open globe injuries.

3(19%) in the endophthalmitis group each had phthisis
bulbi. One patient was of corneal tear repaired with
endophthalmitis due to Aspergillus fungus, the other patient
was post-operative (cataract surgery) endophthalmitis with
Fusarium and yet another had delayed bleb related
endophthalmitis with Gram Positive Cocci with choroidal
detachment. Fig. 3 .1(6%) patient had subsilicon retinal
detachment who was in paediatric age group and had gram
negative and gram positive endophthalmitis following injury
by pencil.
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2(17%) case in Vitreous haemorrhage did not improve due
to optic atrophy in one and recurring vitreous haemorrhage
(8.3%) in the other. Fig.5.
All the 5(100%) cases of nucleus drop were managed
successfully with good visual outcome.
Others category included patients who were treated for
either macular oedema or with or without cataract. Visual
improvement is shown in these groups also and no any
related complication is shown. Any systemic factors for
macular edema is also addressed, if any, found during the
study by referring to physician.
The nonimproving vision in all these 15 (15.15%) cases
were because of the severity at presentation and no surgery
related complications were noted in any of the case. No
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In the past 10 years, there has been an exponential
increase in the number of practice-changing prospective,
randomized trials published in the field of retina.
Advancements in pharmacotherapy and laser technology
are similarly occurring at an ever-increasing pace.
O’ Grady GE7 had found the techniques required for
successful surgery are noteasily mastered, and ‘ it is the
author’s practice to have a trainee assist on about 50
operations before assuming major responsibility for a
difficultmicrodissection’. The beginner surgeon in this study
fulfils the criterion before beginning independently.
Fig.5 :X-Y Scatter showing the logMar Visual acuity in preop,
1day PO , and final PO in VH.

patients had redetachment after silicon oil removal.
Although, the X-Y scatter plotted shows final visual acuity
to be better in the cases individually, but Paired sampling
t-test was significant in final visual acuity at the postoperative period in retinal detachment (P = 0.001), open
globe injury(P= 0.001), endophthalmitis(P= 0.001) and
proliferative diabetic retinopathy tractional retinal
detachment groups (P = 0.001) and vitreous haemorrhage
(P = 0.001). This shows that individually, the case did better
in most of the cases after the surgery. Paired sampling ttest in the nucleus drop group was P = .049 and in the
others group was (P= 0.536). Variation was not significant
in these groups probably because of fairly good presenting
visual acuity or not an excellent postoperative visual acuity
post-operatively and also for a relatively less number of
cases.

Discussion :
Learning how to avoid complications and knowing what
steps to take if they do occur takes years of practice. As
we are learning the different surgical approaches of our
attending’s, it is important to follow up on these patients to
know their long-term outcomes. With cautious surgical
technique, the complications can be avoided 6 .
Duringtraining the beginners learn different surgical
approaches of their masters and it is applied when they
perform independently, it is important to follow-up on these
patients to know their long-term outcomes. At times,
expertise remain helpful in complex situations for a better
outcome as was in this study in a case of paediatric giant
retinal tears. With cautious surgical decisions and
techniques, the complications can be avoided as is shown
from this study where there is no major surgery related
complications.

Pharmakakis et al 8had found that having applied standard
exam. and treatment protocols, the efficacy of the
management of diabetic patients was consistent with
international standardseven though patients were treated
mostly by doctors in training. Recently, Mazinani et al 9
had concluded that although the intraindividual learning
defect being higher in beginners the primary anatomical
success were not related to the number of vitreoretinal
procedures. In this study, seven different types of
vitreoretinal pathologies were intervened by beginner
surgeon. The outcome in terms of visual and anatomical
in the 6th week postoperative period was good individually
in most of the cases. The non- improvement of vision in
15(15.15%) cases were because of the severity at
presentation.
Fenk k et al 10 in their study of prognostic indicators for no
light perception after open globe injury had found closed
funnel retinal detachment or retinal prolapse to be a
statistically significant(P = .005) prognostic indicators for
pthisis after open-globe injury. In this study, there were
3(13%) pthisis bulbi in the open globe repaired due to
irrepairable retinal detachment diagnosed in the immediate
post operative period on B-Scan after primary repair of the
open globe.
Christiane et al11had shown redetachment after silicon oil
removal occurred in 20 eyes (17.4%) in first 6 months. In
this study, no patients had redetachment after silicon oil
removal upto 6th weeks of post-operative follow-ups.
M S Dikopf et al12 in surgical outcome of 25-guage pars
plana vitrectomy for diabetic tractional retinal detachment
recently, had found redetachment rate of 10% for diabetic
tractional retinal detachment. This study found, recurring
retinal detachment in diabetic tractional retinal detachment
to be 9%.
Others category, included patients who were treated for
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either macular oedema and/or cataract and there were 17
eyes.Visual improvement is shown in these groups also
and no any related complications is shown. Any systemic
factors for macular edema is also addressed, if any, found
during the study by referring to physician.
There are, however, fewer limitations in this study. They
are : (1) Its a retrospective study. (2) The analysis is based
on operative results and the resources ( time, materials
and human resources) to achieve these results cannot be
studied retrospectively. (3) There may be author bias in
writing the analysis. (4) Follow up period was short. But,
the strength of the study lies in the fact that this study is
first of its kind in vitreoretinal diseases comprising of many
groups of interventions done by the beginner surgeon.

Conclusion:
From this study it appears that with improved technological
advances in vitreoretinal surgeries, beginners also can
have a reasonably good outcome of the cases managed
and the learning curve can be flattened to some extent.
The chances of complications are also minimized.
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Rapid training of layer specific edges for segmentation of retinal
layers in OCT
S P K Karri1, Debjani Chakraborty2, Jyotirmoy Chatterjee1

Abstaract
Aim: Optical Coherence Tomography scans based retinal layer width profiles can be attributed to various pathologies and graph
based methods have illustrated accurate retinal layers segmentation particularly in presence of noise.. Graph based segmentation
approaches employ the edge information to infer the class at each image location (pixel). Material and method: Total 10
patients presented with diabetic macular edema (DME) were selected for the study. Machine learning is used for predictions of
edges given an image to avoid heuristics based edge detection (image processing). Current approach aims at training one model
with the capability of predicting multiple classes along with edge. Result: The proposed approach is capable of segmenting
various layers of DME subjects with large deformation. The approach has superior performance (0.89) in comparison with
standard baseline (0.87 and 0.82) in terms of F-score. Conclusion A model can be trained with capability of predicting multiple
layer edges with reduced in training time complexity and without trading off evaluation performance.
Keywords: Optical Coherence Tomography; Diabetic Macular Edema; Image Segmentation; Machine learning.

O

phthalmology involves diagnosis of eye affected
systemic diseases along with eye pathologies.
Conventionally selection of medical imaging instrument
(fundus camera, fundus auto-fluorescence, etc.) by
ophthalmologist is subjective to pathology. Adaptation of
optical coherence tomography (OCT) a subsurface imaging
technique for cross-sectional interpretation of eye has been
a paradigm shift in eye imaging 1,2,3,4,5 . This led to attributing
cross-sectional information of eye to various pathologies.
Common clinical practice involve quantification of
crossection information through layers width profiles6,7,8,9,10.
To reduce the work load of ophthalmologists layer
delineation pipeline has been automated through
segmentation algorithms 11-19 . Pathologies related to retina
are considered major reason for irreversible vision loss so
majority of OCT segmentation algorithms aims at
segmentation of various layers in retina. To illustrate the
robustness of the proposed approach OCT scans of
subjects with diabetic macular edema (DME) are
considered for experimentation as it accounts for one of
leading causes of blindness in the elderly. With the driven
importance of retinal layer thickness quantification various
image segmentation algorithms ranging from A-scan line
(each column in image) based approaches to graph

approaches including pattern recognition as intermediary
step. Graph based approaches have illustrated resilience
to noise and small layer deformations. But, the performance
is subjective to the estimation of the edge maps. Major
practices involve gradient derivatives (Eigen values) or
classifiers (machine learning) for prediction of edge maps.
Machine learning (ML) approaches have an advantage of
modeling complex feature patterns for edge detection
compared to heuristic rules 17,19,20,21. Traditional ML based
approaches involve prediction of a scalar value given a
feature vector. Structured prediction is an evolving field in
ML where the algorithm predicts the output structure given
a feature vector22,23. In case of edge prediction given a
feature vector at a location, an edge patch is predicted
instead of a scalar value representing probability of edge
presence at that corresponding location. Structured forests
for edge detection (SFE) is a structured prediction algorithm
which can be extended for detection of layer information
along with edges. Incorporation of such information
resulted in effective delineation of retinal layers particularly
in case of subjects with large layer deformation. The layer
information is incorporated through one vs. all approach
where each model is trained for individual layer edges [23].
Such practice requires n models for n layers which
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effectively increases the training time complexity. The
proposed approach explores the possibility of modeling
multiple layer edges by single model so the training time
complexity is significantly reduced and helpful in case of
delineating large number of layers. It is also required to
achieve this without trading off the prediction error. The
proposed model also retains the salient characteristics of
traditional SFE i.e., resilient to noise, robust to large
deformations, handling shadow artifacts, etc.). SFE
modeling requires images corresponding segmented
ground truths and edges along the object boundaries.
Given a set of images(m x n), SFE preprocessing step
involves filtering images (m x n) for noise removal, feature
quantification where histogram of oriented gradients with
d-1 bins are extracted at each pixel, appending image with
feature resulting in tuple (m x n x d), feature patches are
extracted from tuple with each patch being 32 x 32 x d.
Given segmented ground truths and edges corresponding
to images, label patches and edge patches of size 16 x 16
are extracted retaining the location correspondence
between feature patch central pixel, label patch central
pixel and edge patch central pixel.
Similar to traditional random forests structured forests are
an ensemble of decision trees. During training, at each
tree‘s decision node label patches are projected onto a
low dimensional space to create binary vectors, clustered
binary vectors into two classes and decision rule is
constructed (gini impurity) such that features patches takes
up the class same as corresponding label patch‘s binary
vector with minimum error. Each feature patch is driven to
either left child path or right child path of a decision node
based on the constructed decision rule of the node.
As each child path is appended with decision node the
label patches orresponding to each feature patch in a child
path are retrieved and decision rule construction followed
by child path patch separation are implemented. The
process is repeated for each child path until the similarity
between label patches in the path fall under a threshold.
In such cases child path is appended with leaf node. At
each leaf node label patches and corresponding edge
patches are retrieved and mean patches of each set (one
for label patches and the other for edge patches). During
testing given feature patch the decision rules directs the
feature path to a leaf node and the mean edge patch is
considers as prediction of the tree. Average of individual
tree prediction is treated as forest prediction. Traditional
SRF doesn’t care for the object class contributing to the
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edge. To include class information through ‘one vs. all’
approach involves creation of n (number of classes) sets
of data where ith set include feature patches, label patches
treating only class ‘i’ as foreground and edge patches
suppressing edge values not falling under ith class object.
Each dataset is trained with an independent model so
during prediction the ith model is expected to predict the ith
class edge. It is identified the bottle neck of the information
is due to projecting the segmentation patches to low
dimension for creating binary vectors. If scalar vectors
(multiple values) are created instead of binary vectors
results in construction of decision rules for object specific
edges.

Material and method:
An online Duke OCT dataset comprising DME subject’s
retinal scans is considered for experimentation. The
dataset also includes contour indexes for eight layers along
each column of image are annotated by two experts,
heuristically edges based graph segmentation and kernel
regression feature based graph segmentation. The
algorithms requires retinal oct images (during training),
corresponding segmentation ground truths (label) of each
layer and upper boundary (edges) of each layer with unique
value. The algorithm being a machine learning based
approach it involves three phases: data preparation,
training and prediction. Data preparation involves
quantification of HOG features at each pixel of an OCT
image, concatenated along the depth resulting in a tuple,
tuple patch creation with same depth as tuple and finally
patch extraction of label image and edge image retaining
the central pixel correspondence with tuple edge. Training
process involve constructing of decorrelated trees where
each tree is trained with different data and decision rules
at each decision node are identified based on tuple patches
and corresponding label patches. It also includes the mean
label patch and edge patch in each leaf node of each tree.
Prediction process employs a test image tuple patch and
identifies a leaf node so the mean edge stored in the leaf
node is treated as prediction.
Graph based retinal layer segmentation approaches
involve identification edges at each pixel based on
heuristics or machine learning and recent approaches are
more focused on machine learning approaches due to the
performance. Machine learning approaches don’t predict
edges inherently as they are trained for segmentation and
edges are computed from individual layer probability maps.
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For each layer, edge (upper contour) map of corresponding
layer is considered, column of values ‘1’ is appended on
left and right hand side of the edge map, a dynamic
program is employed to identify shortest path from top left
pixel to right bottom pixel of the image, such path is
smoothened with a filter and outcome is treated as
elucidation between considered layer and upper layer.
During training traditional random forest decision rule
construction involves minimization of information loss
between feature vectors and corresponding class labels.
Structured random forest need to consider label patch
instead of class label (a scalar) is computationally
expensive. So label patches are projected on to low
dimensional space through random sampling instead of
conventional approaches like principle component analysis
etc. Such approach is adopted with the idea for introduction
of noise during decision rule construction which has been
empirically proven to resolve overfitting problem. The low
dimensional projection being a random sampling replacing
binary vector the proposed idea of replacing binary vector
with scalar vector will not burden the projection process.
During clustering instead of computing Euclidean distance
between two vectors with two states the distance between
two vectors with ‘n+1’ states is computed. Even this will
not impose any computational overhead because the
scalar vectors is of data type unidentified integer but not
float. From algorithm point alterations in few lines of
structured random forest source code is sufficient for
constructing low dimensional scalar vector during training.
The label and edge patches are averaged and stored in
leaf nodes. The mean patches takes multiple states rather
to anticipated due to low space projection and averaging
results. This results in artifacts model prediction. To avoid

this an one time refinement step is introduced after training
where ‘n’ models are created out of trained single model
so ith model predicts the edge patches corresponding to
the ith layer. This is achieved by clipping of the mean edge
patch values with i+1 for ith model. As stated before given
a test image, feature tuple is generated, tuple patches
retaining the depth with a stride of 1 are generated, ith model
indexes each tuple patch to one of mean edge patches
and finally overlapping regions between edge patches are
averaged to reconstruct the edge map of ith layer with
dimensions same as test image.

Results:
OCT scans of 10 patients were included in the
experimentation. A total of 55 images from first five subjects
are considered for training and remaining 55 images are
considered as testing set Multiscale information is
embedded by downscaling and upscaling retinal images
and concatenate the extracted HOG features to original
image tuple along depth. During training, generation of
tuple patches with stride ‘1’ results in abundant metadata
and an overload on model training. So a 1 million patches
along the contours within 8px radius are considered and
an additional 1.5 million patches far from contours are
considered. The clustering at each decision node is
performed by employing PCA and gini measure is
considered for decision rule construction. The random
forest with six trees is trained. During testing for each image
instead of extracting tuple patches with at stride ‘2’ the
extraction is performed at stride ‘2’ to reduce the prediction
time complexity. Training of proposed approach takes
approximately 14 hrs for learning layers of all edges where
as one vs. all approach takes around 12 hrs per layer edge
resulting few days for all layers. To evaluate the prediction

Figure 1: Illustrating the segmentation capability of proposed methods in normal images and pathological images.
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capability the segmentation performance is compared with
F-score metric. To illustrate that the model retains the
salient points of one Vs all approach the segmentation
results in cases of noise, large deformation and shadow
artifacts are shown in figure below.
An approach for training single model capable of predicting
layer specific edges has been proposed. The one vs. all
approach has been proposed to validate a hypothesis that
object or layer specific edges could be learned. To speed
up the training multi-boundary (in feature space) approach
or single model is employed which requires constructing
complex functions. the random forests are well established
for handling such complex boundaries and Table 1 supports
the same based on prediction error. It is evident that time
taken for training a single model is less to training ‘n’ models
each corresponding to a layer. The prediction time
complexity is same as one vs. all approach because ‘n’
edge maps (each for a layer) need to be generated due to
the employment of dynamic programming. As to our
knowledge dynamic program cannot identify multiple
shortest paths simultaneously subjective to edges from
different topologies (layers).

Table 1: F-score of proposed method compared
to benchmarks (AN and AD) and comparable
performance against ‘One Vs all’ approach
with large training complexity.
Proposed

AN[17]

AD[17]

One Vs
all[23]

ILM

0.87

0.778

0.853

0.87

NFL/GCL

0.91

0.772

0.895

0.90

IPL/INL

0.81

0.652

0.757

0.80

INL/OPL

0.76

0.67

0.747

0.77

OPL/ONL

0.94

0.868

0.931

0.94

ISM

0.88

0.878

0.872

0.88

RPE

0.86

0.823

0.824

0.86

Incorporation of label and edge patches with pixels from
multiple states instead of binary states has impacted
functionally during training in low dimensional projection
for scalar vector, clustering and mean patch values at leaf
nodes. Computationally both one vs. all and single model
approach are the same during training and testing i.e.,
computational complexity of training is higher to testing.
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The proposed approach still retinas the parallizable aspect
of the one vs. all approach i.e., during training data can be
segregated into six sets (equal to number of trees) each
with 25\% (user defined) of the data and each tree can be
trained mutually exclusive. During testing as ‘n’ models
are created for one time refinement step and each model
has six trees where each tree can be evaluated
independently.
Machine learning based approaches majorly influenced
by data samples, features quantified and parameter
settings. Data samples are more effective if they represent
the majority of the population so providing more data which
is self replicative constrains the generalizability of the
model. This is the reason for choosing more number of
non-edge patches in comparison to edge patches as nonedge patches have more patterns to comprehend. Such
imbalance could bias the prediction of the algorithm but
random forests algorithm is proven to be resilient to data
imbalance. It is observed that increasing the ratio improves
the performance but burdens the computations. It is also
noted that increasing cell size during HOG feature
quantification instead of patch size has larger impact
compared to computational burden it put on. There is no
quantifiable approach for selection of number of trees other
to training models with different number of trees and
identifying the break point for overfitting through test error.
The approach can be extended to any medical based low
vision problem involving edge detection for classification
or object specific enhancement. The proposed approach
aims at reinforcement of dynamic programming. The
approach can be extended to any medical based low vision
problem involving edge detection for classification or object
specific enhancement. The proposed approach aims at
reinforcement of dynamic programming based
segmentation methods but not to be mis-categorized with
segmentation approaches for retinal layers. As edge is a
common factor for multiple graphs based approaches this
can be appended as preprocessing step for any off the
shelf graph based segmentation. The trained model
requires less space and computational complexity so it
can be deployed to remote clinics. On inflow new data
instead of retraining entire model a set of trees can be
trained and can be merged with existing trees on prediction
end or prediction end based on the feasibility.
The proposed approach is aimed at reducing the time
complexity of training without trading off the prediction
capability in comparison to one vs. all approach. It is
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capable of handling various adverse but fails in case of
low gradient conditions. The OCT scans being 3D in nature
future work involve incorporation of neighboring scans
information to make the model more resilient to low
gradients. As consideration of HOG features being the
bottle neck of information processing incorporation of deep
learnt features could be another path to be explored to
handle low gradients.

Discussion
The proposed algorithm is able to expand the capability of
standard edge forests for modeling multiple layer specific
edges with single random forest. It is also established that
such modeling did not tradeoff the perdition error for the
application of edge based retinal layer segmentation. The
proposed algorithms has similar space and computational
complexity in training phase and prediction phase in
comparison to one vs. all approach. The algorithm is not
capable of predicting edges under low gradients as features
are responsible.
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Using lean six sigma to improve throughput efficiency at tertiary care
eye hospital
Suneeta Dubey1, Lokesh Chauhan1, Nishi Gupta1, Ashok Singh1, Arun Arora1

Abstract
Objective: To determine the impact of Lean Sigma (LS) on waiting time of patients at different stations of outpatient department
(OPD), pre-surgical area and operation room (OR). Methods: In this prospective quality study Define, Measure, Analyse,
Improve and Control (DMAIC) model of lean sigma was used for improvement. Lead time of patients during measure phase of
DMAIC was assessed using time motion study. This lead time was used as control to compare lead time after LS initiatives. Lead
time is the total time taken by one patient in Eye OPD. Lead time include cycle time (time taken to perform procedure) and
waiting time at each station. It is calculated using value stream map at every station of OPD. Reduction in median lead time of
patients in OPD and OR was used as measure of improvement. Result: Median lead time measured before implementation of
LS initiatives was 86 minutes in Eye OPD. There was 19% reduction in lead median time in Eye OPD. This reduction in lead
time generated capacity in OPD for new patients. The median time in pre surgical clinic was reduced from 1hr 22 minutes to 33
minutes. Conclusions: Lean approaches can have an immediate and sustained impact on patient’s waiting time in OPD,
presurgical area and OT with no negative effect on quality. Lean intervention generated consistent results independent of personnel
during the busiest months of the year at a tertiary care eye hospital in North India.

C

ontinuous quality improvement initiatives has become
an integral component of healthcare 1. Increased
patient awareness and medical insurance have led to
increased expectations of patients from healthcare
providers and therefore there is a need for scientific, reliable
and sustained methods of quality improvement in health
care. Although the lean Six Sigma (LSS) methodology has
been used by many industries for quality improvement, its
effectiveness has not been studied well in healthcare 2.
This study presents a model of lean six sigma approach to
health care quality management system in improving
throughput efficiency.

In early 1950, Taiichi Ohn revolutionized thinking about
process inefficiency or “waste” 3. Application of this thinking
resulted in the term lean in many industries including health
care. Lean methodology focuses on needs of the customer.
It maps every step of a process as value added and non
value added activities. Lean methodology improves the
processes by removing non–value added activities 4. One
of the most commonly used tools in lean methodology is
called value stream mapping (VSM). This tool graphically
displays the process of services with use of inputs,
throughputs and outputs. (Fig 1)

Six sigma was originally a concept for company-wide
quality improvement introduced by Motorola in 1987. The
program is characterized by its customer-driven approach,
emphasis on decision making based on careful analysis
of quantitative data. Six Sigma deploys five phases—
define, measure, analyze, improve, and control (DMAIC)—
that are rigorously followed whenever a problem, large or
small, is approached 5.
Lean six sigma is the synthesis of lean and six sigma. It
focuses on dramatically improving flow in the value stream
and eliminating waste and reducing variation in processes
and thereby reducing errors. It offers a structure for
organizing continuous improvement of routine task 6 .
The aim of this study was to determine the impact of Lean
six sigma on waiting time of patients at different stations
of Eye outpatient department (OPD), pre-surgical area and
operation room (OR) to increase throughput efficiency in
operation room and thereby improving the OR utilization

Material and method:
Lean sigma team including six core members, two
champions and six stake holders was identified. A Kaizen
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Fig 1: Value Stream Map

event was held 7. Kaizen is a Japanese word typically
translated to “continuous improvement” wherein the team
sits in one room to do brainstorming.
In the first phase of the DEMAIC process, that is the define
phase, a charter is drafted to highlight the problem. The
hospital is a 100-year-old tertiary care eye and ENT hospital
in north India. The problem statement in project charter
was “EYE operation room does not have the capacity to
accommodate patient growth. The operational challenges
included unpredictability of cases per day, room turnover
time, OPD workflow (from registration to surgery
preparation), waiting time, registration process and delayed
OT start time”. The expected benefits of achieving these
goals are: increased number of OPD patients, decrease
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in delays for first case in OR, optimal flow for workspace,
eliminate unnecessary motion and re-work steps, increased
patient capacity. All these would lead to increased patient
satisfaction which remains the ultimate goal of any health
care organization.
In the measure phase, value stream map of current
processes were made (Fig 1). The problem was translated
into quantifiable characteristics and baseline data was
collected. Lead time of patients using time motion data of
every step of value stream map was collected by
independent team on predefined formats. Waiting time was
captured at each step. This lead time was used as control.
Reduction in median lead time of patients in OPD and OR
was used as measure of improvement.
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Table 1: Results of improvement
Metrics

Original

Goal

Pilot

Eye OT Starting Time

—

8:45 AM

ON TIME

Eye OT Finish Time

—

4:45 PM

4:14 PM

Lead Time Eye OPD

118 Min

22% Reduction

Lead Time Eye OT

245 Min

—

In analysis phase identification of non-value added
activities was done on value stream map. Value stream
map was critically reevaluated and suggestion of
improvement was discussed with stake holders. Factors
contributing to the delay or waiting at a particular step were
identified. Spaghetti diagram was made to identify
redundancies in the work flow. Spaghetti diagram is the
visual creation of workflow. Gemba walk was done to
assess the actual workflow of OPD and OR. Gemba is
a Japanese term meaning “the real place”. LSS team
visited the OPD and OR area to assess the actual workflow.
Based on spaghetti diagram and gemba, staff reallocation
and possible modification of standard workflow were
discussed with stake holders. During this phase, four area
of concern were identified. They were complex scheduling,
lack of operational standardization, excess motion and
waiting.
In improvement phase, lean improvements were
determined and implemented. New protocol was made for
scheduling of OR. Template was made for OR scheduling
as per the new capacity. Visual matrix was made for each
OR to capture and display OR starting time (Fig 2).

Post Event

% Change

—

95 Min

19% Reduction

—

230 Min

6% Reduction

Unnecessary and repeated steps in the workflow were
removed. File holders was placed in ward and registration
area for first in first out (FIFO). One registration counter
was started for giving appointments in registration area.
One councilor was placed in OPD to reduce motion of the
patients. Color maps were made for patients in key areas
in hospital. This color map was printed in the instruction
sheet given to patient. Patients were instructed to report
in the designated area for their follow-up. Announcement
system was started in the OPD. Floor manager was
appointed in the OPD to guide patients. Pilot was done
before implementing the new workflow.
After completion of improvement phase results of pilot were
discussed with stake holders. All the stake holders were
agreed for staff relocations, modification in the standard
workflow and other recommendations. All these changes
were inculcated in the standard workflow. Training was
given to concerned staff on modified standard workflow.
The modified standard workflow was implemented. A
control plan was developed with defined responsibilities
to monitor and measure improvement taken.

Results:
Median lead time measured before implementation of LSS
initiatives was 118 minutes in EYE OPD. There was 19%
reduction in lead median time EYE OPD. This reduction in
lead time generated capacity in OPD for new patients. The
median time in pre surgical clinic was reduced from 1hr 22
minutes to 33 minutes. EYE OR on time start had increased
from 63% to 83%. Reduction of median lead time of EYE
was 6%. In eye OR median number of surgery increased
from 9 surgeries to 14 surgeries per day. (Table1). Patient
satisfaction improved from 73% to 87%.

Discussion:
Fig 2: Visual matrix started for each OT

Operational inefficiencies in OPD and operation room affect
hospital throughput and leads to crowding and increased
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waiting. It contributes not only to the increased cost but
also to decreased patient satisfaction. In literature the lean
is reported to increase productivity, however the challenges
of implementing lean in healthcare has not been reported
to best of our knowledge 2. Pepper in 2007 reported that a
closure integration of lean and six sigma must be achieved
with scientific underpinning to provide theoretical
foundation for lean six sigma 8. Heuvel (2006) reported
that Red Cross Hospital in Netherlands were able to do
additional 400 surgeries in a year. They have also reported
the reduction of length of stay in delivery room from 11.9
to 3.4 Hrs 9 . Our study also showed the similar
improvements in increasing number of surgeries per day.
Wiles KR reported the implementation of error reporting
module within biorepository by identifying and addressing
operational inefficiencies using lean six sigma
methodology10. This study also implemented new protocol
for OR scheduling using same methodology. Beck MJ
reported improvement in throughput efficiency of inpatient
pediatric service similar to this study 11. Goldsack et al
reported significant reduction in patient fall rate using lean
six sigma12. Study by Bender et al reported outcome of
lean six sigma on OR efficiency. They have reported room
untilization improved from 56% to 68% 13. In systemic
review done by Meason etal, 88% of the reported studies
showed improvements 14. Cavalheiro (2015) used lean six
sigma methodology can be used in measuring quality of
care in physical therapy setting. They recommended that
this methodology provides opportunity for management to
identify areas for improvement 15 . Hina (2013) reported
improvement in quality of patient care in Immunization
programme. They recommended that this methodology can
have far-reaching implications in terms of promoting
patient health and improving the quality of care delivered
by the healthcare systems and teaching hospitals 16.
Martens (2014) reported that structured Lean Six Sigma
approach to process optimization in a hospital setting
improved the efficiency and diagnostic yield. They reported
24% reduction on the number of tests and 59% reduction
in median time from admission to diagnosis. The efficiency
improvements came together with an increased diagnostic
yield: from 42% before the implementation of new
processes to 73% with the new systems 17. Lean six sigma
methodology has been used in variety of healthcare
facilities for doing quality improvements. The results have
been reported in terms of increase in number of patients,
efficiency of a process, reduction in number of clinical errors
and reduction in waiting time etc. All these key areas can
lead to increase in patient satisfaction and ultimately the
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yield of the healthcare facility. The results of our study are
comparable with all other reported healthcare facilities.
Since the Lean Six Sigma in our hospital is still expanding,
we expect to achieve better outcomes in near future.
Lean six sigma can have an immediate and sustained
impact on process efficiency with no negative effect on
quality in healthcare. It can be utilized for process
improvement by identification of issues, finding barriers
and elimination of waste and thereby achieving continuous
improvement.
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Efficacy of 0.03% tacrolimus eye ointment in refractive vernal
keratoconjuctivitis with corneal involvement
Sikha Misra1, Sumita Mohapatra1

Abstract
Aim: To study clinical efficacy of 0.03% tacrolimus eye ointment in refractive vernal keratoconjunctivitis (VKC) with corneal
involvement and proliferative lesions. Methods: Prospective observational study of 106 pts aged 7- 18yr (12±5yrs). After
taking history, total 8 clinical signs and 5 symptoms were noted and graded. Patients were started with 0.03%tacrolimus eye
ointment twice daily and followed up for 6 months. Results: Statistically significant improvement was seen in patients with
corneal involvement and giant papillary lesions(p<0.001).48patients(45%) showed improvement after 1 month. After 6
months,100 patients(95%) showed improvement in signs and symptoms. Only side effect observed was burning sensation (3patients)
that was relieved with lubricating eye drops. Conclusion: 0.03%Tacrolimus eye ointment was safe and effective in VKC cases
resistant to anti-allergic/steroid/cyclosporine eye drop especially with proliferative lesions and corneal involvement.
Keywords: Tacrolimus, vernal keratoconjunctivitis, refractive.

V

ernal keratoconjunctivitis (VKC) is a bilateral recurrent
chronic allergic inflammatory disorder of ocular surface
which is seasonally exacerbated mostly involving tarsal
and bulbar conjunctiva and in chronic and severe cases
also shows corneal involvement1, mostly affecting children
and young adults with male predominance. Previously its
etiology was considered as classical IgE mediated type 1
hypersensitivity reaction but now complex etiology involving
T-lymphocytes are also involved2. The predominant eye
symptoms are itching, ropy discharge, tearing, eye irritation,
redness of the eyes, and to variable extent photophobia.
Conjunctival signs include hyperemia and giant papillary
cobblestone lesions in tarsal conjunctiva, in bulbar
conjunctiva-congestion, gelatinous limbal membrane and
Horner-Tranta’s spots. Corneal lesions can range from
punctuate epithelial erosions to shield ulcer, scarring and
corneal plaques
Various treatment modalities had been tried ranging from
topical antihistaminics, mast-cell stabilizers, NSAID, topical
low and high potency steroids and cyclosporine3-5 . Steroids
in particular cannot be used for a long period because of
their side-effects. Keeping this in mind; newer
immunomodulating drugs like tacrolimus is being
advocated for the management of VKC. This study aims
at highlighting the role of tacrolimus in the management of

VKC with corneal involvement and proliferative lesions.

Materials and Methods:
It is prospective observational study which includes
consecutive 106 VKC patients attending Ophthalmology
OPD of our hospital between July 2014 and May 2015.
After taking history, total signs and symptoms score was
noted. 0.03%Tacrolimus eye ointment was started in
patients meeting inclusion criteria twice daily and studied
for 6 months. Total of 8 clinical signs(Palpebral conjunctival
hyperemia, follicles, papillae, giant papillae ,bulbar
hyperemia, edema, Tranta’s dot, corneal signs) and 5
symptoms (itching, foreign body sensation, tearing,
discharge and photophobia) were graded as none, mild,
moderate and severe. Baseline examination was done on
day 0 using slit-lamp biomicroscope and then again after
1 month, 3 months and 6 months. Patients with clinical
diagnosis of refractive VKC whose symptoms did not
subside with antihistaminic/mast-cell stabilizer/topical
steroids and patients who respond to steroid but develop
steroid toxicity were included in this study. Patient having
one useful eye, patients using contact lens, patients with
any other active ocular inflammatory condition, patients
with hypersensitivity reaction against the study medication
were excluded from the study. Written informed consent
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Table 1: Comparision of symptom and sign grades at 0(baseline)month and 6month
Symptoms
and signs

Grade 0

Grade 1(mild)

Grade 2 (moderate)

Grade 3 (severe)

At 0
Month

At 6
Months

At 0
Month

At 6
Months

At 0
Month

At 6
Months

At 0
Month

At 6
Months

Itching

-

81

20

15

56

5

30

5

Fb sensation

-

80

15

12

55

8

36

6

Tearing

-

77

12

11

48

10

46

8

Discharge

-

75

51

14

33

9

22

8

Photophobia

-

80

43

12

32

8

21

6

Conjuctival hyperemia

-

79

36

16

48

7

22

4

Follicles(n=74)

-

41

23

23

36

6

15

4

Papillae

-

51

21

22

28

23

57

20

Giant papillae(n=56)

-

24

20

13

24

10

12

9

Bulbar hyperemia

-

86

24

9

34

7

44

4

Oedema(n=35)

-

18

19

11

13

5

3

1

Tranta Dots(n=55)

-

32

24

11

22

10

9

2

Corneal signs(n=66)

-

40

30

13

32

12

4

1

was obtained from the each of the participants (or from
their legal guardians in cases of minors) before start of

study medication. Institutional ethical committee
permission was obtained before the start of the study.

Table 2: Signs and Symptoms after 6 month
follow up

Results :

Symptom
and signs

At 1
month

At 3
months

At 6
months

Statistically significant improvement was seen in patients
with corneal involvement and giant papillary
lesions(p<0.001).Out of 106 patients around 48(45%),
67(63%), 100patients(95%) showed improvement in
symptoms and signs after application of 0.03%Tacrolimus
ointment at 1st month, within 3rd month and within 6th month
respectively(Table 1). Follicles were observed in 74
patients, giant papillae in 56 patients, edema in 35 patients,
Tranta’s dot in 55 patients and corneal signs in 66 patients.
Only few side-effects were seen such as mild burning
sensation seen in 3pts (2.5%) seen in 1st month which
subsided in few weeks (Table 2).

Itching

49(46%)

69(65%) 101(95%)

Fb sensation

49(46%)

68(64%) 100(94%)

Tearing

47(44%)

68(64%) 103(97%)

Discharge

48(45%)

67(63%) 101(95%)

Photophobia

49(46%)

69(65%) 100(94%)

Conjuctival hyperemia 50(47%)

68(64%) 102(96%)

Follicles(n=74)

33(45%)

45(61%)

Papillae

44(42%)

66(62%) 101(95%)

Discussion:

Giant papillae(n=56)

24(44%)

34(62%)

Bulbar hyperemia

46(43%)

66(62%) 102(96%)

Oedema(n=35)

16(46%)

22(64%)

34(97%)

Tranta’s dot(n=55)

25(46%)

34(62%)

53(96%)

Corneal signs(n=66)

24(44%)

41(63%)

65(98%)

45%

63%

95%

Tacrolimus is a highly potent(100 times more than
Cyclosporine A) immunomodulator agent produced by the
fungus Streptomyces tsukubaensis. It suppresses T-cell
activation, T helper cell-mediated B-cell proliferation, and
formation of cytokines, especially interleukin-2.Initially
approved as a skin applicant for the treatment of atopic
dermatitis (AD) it has also been used with good effect in

Mean

70(94%)
47(85%)
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seborrheic dermatitis, psoriasis and allergic contact
dermatitis, corneal graft rejection and allergic conjunctivitis.
Extensive testing has shown systemic absorption to be
below quantifiable levels with no evidence of cancer risk
or significant local side effects and only occasional reports
of transient burning or pruritus at the application site6-9.
Safer alternatives for topical steroids had been on
especially in view of chronic and indolent nature of VKC.
Fukushima et al. used 0.1% tacrolimus in their study and
placed it superior to cyclosporine in managing refractory
VKC10. They reported significant reduction of total signs
and symptoms including corneal lesions at one month after
tacrolimus application. Burning sensation (transient) was
the most commonly documented side effect in 3.20% (2.5%
in our study). Results of 0.1% tacrolimus in refractory VKC
cited by Abaysiri et al. are similar to our study11. They
concluded excellent safety profile of tacrolimus and efficacy
as good as any high potency topical steroids. Improvement
of corneal lesions had been reported (like our study) by
Kheirkhah et al12. The major limitation of our study is small
sample size and lack of control arm. 0.03%Tacrolimus eye
ointment was found safe and effective in vernal
keratoconjunctivitis cases resistant to anti-allergic /steroid/
cyclosporine eye drops especially with proliferative lesions
and corneal involvement with mild side-effects of burning
sensation which subsided within few weeks.
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Errors in research
Arun Sharma1

T

he purpose of medical research is to find the truth,
hitherto unknown, but once discovered, will benefit
humanity in improving its health. However, there are
possibilities of missing out on the truth, if we are not aware
of possible mistakes that the researchers can make or
errors that may creep in through the practice of research
and such errors may lead to a false belief of having
discovered the truth where as in reality we might have failed
to do so. For example, if at the end of a research work, the
researchers conclude that the risk of developing
retinopathy increases seven times if the Oral Hygiene Index
is poor among diabetic patients. But on critically examining
the data and the research methodology, the reviewers of
this manuscript discover that there were errors in research
methods and the collected data is erroneous, and therefore
the ‘seven fold increase in risk’ is not true. Had the
reviewers failed in detecting this error, we would have lived
with the belief of this relationship being true. This is the
peril of not being correctly able to identify if any error in
the research work has crept in knowingly or unknowingly.
So, in this paper, I will try to help you detect errors in
research and remedies for them, if any.
At the outset, I must mention that the errors that I am talking
about, are based on two principles. First, the quantities
that we measure in our research subjects vary across and
within individuals. Second, most research is carried out
on a subset of target population, known as a sample and
one subset of sample may have different set of values of
the variable then the other subset and so conclusions
drawn from two subsets of samples will be different from
each other. Since samples are chosen randomly in most
of the quantitative research, these are called random errors.
Random errors are inevitable and we have to live with it as
there is no remedy for this save that the sampling is
eliminated and entire target population is included in
research, which is impractical in most research scenarios.
But it is indeed possible in very rare diseases when data
on all patients may be available. The other type of error is
known as systematic error. Systematic error is also known
as bias. One school of epidemiologists believe that
Confounding is also a type of systematic error, but is
debated by the other school. It will be discussed later.

To begin with, bias is a systematic error (in contrast to
random error), if present, distorts the quantitative result as
either an overestimation or an underestimation of the
measured parameter.Broadly, bias can be either selection
bias or otherwise it can be information bias.
When a bias creeps in due to errors in selection of subjects
for the study, it leads to selection bias. In sample based
research, subjects recruited in the study must be true
representative of the target population. But when this tenet
is violated during research, it leads to selection bias. It
can occur in various scenarios. Suppose you want to recruit
cases and controls for a study to determine the association
between occurrence of diabetes and poor oral hygiene as
its risk factor. The study is being conducted in a government
tertiary care hospital in Kolkata. Patients who have
diabetes, because of their ill health are unable to maintain
good oral hygiene, and are relatively ill educated about
the need of maintaining oral hygiene. So these patients
will be over representing the cases with poor oral hygiene.
On the other hand, controls, who are free of diabetes have
better control of their life and therefore may be practicing
oral health care not only because they are healthier, but
also because in course of treatment they have been
instructed to take care of oral hygiene. But as
representatives of pool of diabetes patients, the cases may
not represent patients who visit private hospitals for
treatment. By virtue of having better paying capacity, more
educated, it is implied that they are more likely to be better
informed about maintaining oral hygiene, and thus oral
hygiene status of these diabetic retinopathy cases will be
better than that of government hospital attendees. So, both
reasons applied together, will result in a bias in selection/
recruitment of cases and controls with respect to their oral
hygiene status. In this particular case, since poor oral
hygiene will be over represented in retinopathy cases
compared to controls, the calculated Odds Ratio will be
an overestimation of true Odds Ratio.
The other type of bias is information bias. Data collected
from subjects recruited in the study pertain to values of
different variables in consideration. These values are
generated from either answers given by the subjects from
their recall of the past events or they could be
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measurements performed on the body or values of
estimation of markers obtained from the body. Each such
act has a potential threat of bias, and thus results in myriad
biases. Some of them are as follows:
When data are collected by asking questions from the
subjects abut events occurred in the past, the possibility
of getting wrong information can be attributed to several
factors, each one of them becoming a possible source of
bias. Commonest being, inability of the subjects to recall
past events. Such recall bias is common when we are
interviewing subjects about their habits like drinking,
smoking, food habits etc. If the patients of diabetic
retinopathy come to know that irregular treatment of
coexisting hypertension might increase the risk of
retinopathy. These patients will work hard to recall if they
missed anti hypertensive drugs and will truthfully report
so. But patients who have not yet developed retinopathy,
may chose to say that there antihypertensive drug in take
was uninterrupted, without giving much thought to it. This
differential recall will over assess the irregularity in taking
anti hypertensive drugs among patients with retinopathy
compared to retinopathy free persons who are controls in
this study,thereby resulting in overestimation of Odds Ratio.
Similarly one more information bias is known as
interviewer bias. This is found more commonly in
intervention research, where the interviewer may be
interested in establishing a positive effect of a new drug
because of business interest. Or, a novice researcher may
not put due emphasis on maintaining neutrality while asking
questions. For example, while studying effect of
occupational exposure to radiation on occurrence of
cataract, the interviewer may probe deeper with a cataract
patient in assessing radiation exposure and in non cataract
controls, he/she may accept the response on face value
without cross examining. It has been reported that in
intervention research, positive response to the trial drug
was ascertained with more emphasis than with that of
placebo. Such scenarios are now being avoided with the
help of blinding.
Measurement Bias: As the name suggests, this bias
occurs due to errors in measurement. For example, while
recording blood pressure, if a particular data collector is a
little hard of hearing, he may not recognize the Korotkoff
sounds as accurately as other data collectors, so his
recordings will always be different from that of the others,
and he may be consistently recording higher or lower value.
This will introduce a systematic error in the recorded blood
pressure.
Instrument bias: Similar to measurement bias, instrument
bias occurs when the readings taken by a faulty device,
which may consistently be under or over estimating. For
example, if the spring of a spring balance loses its elasticity
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partially, it will give underestimate of weight or if the
calibration is not standardized, device may give erratic
results.
Lead time bias: It is a special type of bias associated with
screening and/or diagnostic tests. We emphasize on early
diagnosis and treatment. Consider that retinoblastoma can
be diagnosed using ophthalmoscope only after 1 year of
onset, but it can be diagnosed after 3 months using PETT
scan. Now this has increased the length of known disease
period by 9 months. If we compare the mortality of the
cases in the two scenarios, survival will be considered
extended by months for the PETT scan diagnosed cases
compared to clinically diagnosed cases. Whereas, there
is no true increase in the duration of survival of the patient,
it is only that the diagnosis has been ‘preponed’. As means
of alteration of course of disease may not exist, there may
not be true gain in survival time for the patient. Hence this
apparently increased survival time is a biased estimate of
survival time.
Berkson’s bias: Usually case control studies are hospital
based. In hospital based studies, cases and controls are
selected from the hospital. The controls are expected to
represent general population. But, people visiting the
hospital and are available for selection as controls may
not be true representative of the general population. As a
result, a differential selection of controls may occur with
respect to the risk factor in question, resulting in an incorrect
estimate of the association. To illustrate, suppose a study
is being conducted to establish relationship between bad
oral hygiene and occurrence of diabetic retinopathy in a
certain hospital. The oncology and periodontology
departments of this hospital have a reputation in the
community, so patients with poor oral hygiene and oral
cancers prefer this hospital to others. Hence these patients
are more in proportion to other patients who could be
randomly representing the general population. As a result,
those selected as controls are more likely to have poor
oral hygiene (as poor oral hygiene is associated with gum
diseases and oral cancer). Thus the putative risk factor in
question, poor oral hygiene will be more frequently present
among controls, thereby resulting in an underestimation
of strength of association (Odds Ratio).
Hawthorne Effect: This is specific to intervention studies.
When the experimental subjects are observed for their
behavior and they are aware that they are being observed,
they tend to behave in a manner which is desirable.
Suppose a study is being conducted to see if cognitive
functions are improved by giving a medication to alcohol
intoxicated persons. If the subjects are aware that they
are being observed, they may try extra hard to prove that
their cognitive functions are improving. This will result in
an overestimate of impact of theintervention.
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Survival bias/incidence prevalence bias: It is practically
difficult to interview patients who are critical. Severely ill
patients may die sooner than the less severely ill patients.
As a result, such cases will always be missed out in case
control studies. In other words, patients who have severe
acute episodes of fatal illnesses, will be unlikely to
participate in the study, as a result exposure assessment
of such patients cannot be done. Hence studies will be
biased with respect to exposure among cases.

risk factor for peptic ulcer and so is smoking. But if coffee
drinkers have more chances of being smokers as
compared to non coffee drinkers, then smoking, in this
case being associated independently with coffee drinking
(predictor variable) as well as peptic ulcer (outcome
variable), it will become a confounder.

How to handle bias and confounding

Social desirability bias: Sometimes answers are given
by respondents which are in conformity with the social
norms. This is especially true with respect to behavior that
finds restricted acceptance in the society. For example,
information regarding sex partners, use of banned drugs,
missing out on adherence to drug treatment are usually
lied about, thus resulting in underestimation of such events.

Bias can be prevented. If at the time of conceptualization
of the research, we are aware of the possible biases, we
may at the time of designing the study ensure that the
bias is removed. If we know that there is a risk of selection
bias in a given study by virtue of selecting the controls
from the same hospital, we may avoid the bias by selecting
controls from general population. Regular checking and
calibration of measuring instruments will eliminate
instrumental bias. Proper training of interviewers and
supervision of data collection work will eliminate some of
the information bias. Attrition bias is difficult to eliminate,
as we cannot force anyone to continue to remain in the
study. So the remedy is to over recruit. Suppose the sample
size is 100 and there is a possibility of 20% respondents
not being able to remain in the study for the entire duration,
then we may recruit 125 in this case so that even if 20%
are lost to follow up, we are still left with 100. If we
apprehend recall bias with respect ot a particular variable,
the recall period should be shortened. But these methods
of addressing biases are not universal. Each study has to
be examined at the stage of developing the methodology
to preempt biases and look for methods of its avoidance.
If biases are recognized at the analysis stage, it may be
corrected. And if it cannot be corrected, it is fair on the part
of researchers to apprise the readers of possibility of
occurrence of bias in the study so that inferences are drawn
keeping the limitations in mind

Confounders: There are certain variables, whose
presence may alter the relationship between a set of
predictor and outcome variables, resulting in under or over
estimation of the association. It is not a bias, because it is
a naturally occurring phenomenon, which cannot be
removed, we have to live with it. But it is indeed a source
of erroneous reporting of the association between a
possible risk factor and outcome. Hence it is included in
the category of errors. Such variables (also known as
confounding variables), are those variables which are
associated with the predictor variable as well as the
outcome variable. For example, coffee drinking may be a

The confounding effect of a variable can be detected simply
by stratifying the data with respect to the confounding
variable. Mantel Haenszel Chi square test is a method for
adjusting for potential confounders of categorical variety.
The data can be stratified for the confounder variable and
adjusted measure of association, for example adjusted
Odds Ratio for case control studies and adjusted Rate
Ratio for cohort studies will help detect the confounding
effect. The details of carrying out adjusted analysis are
beyond the scope of this write up. The other method of
adjustment to address confounding is multivariate
regression analysis.

Attrition bias: In longitudinal studies, where repeated
observations are made on patients, patients may be lost
to follow up either due to premature death due to other
diseases, voluntary withdrawal from the study or migration.
When such attrition is disproportionate with respect to
cases and controls or intervention and control group, it
leads to bias. If withdrawal is proportionate, then there will
be no bias.
Publication Bias: There is a common tendency among
journal managers to publish positive findings along with
reluctance to publish negative findings. As a result, the
literature review or meta analysis of published literature
becomes biased towards positive association. We are also
aware of biases arising out of favoritism in publication.
The other type of publication bias emerging recently is from
the high cost of publication in some of the journals.
Researchers from developing countries do not have
adequate funds to pay for publication. Hence good
research may remain unpublished.
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Brief Communication

Capturing fundus Image with smartphone indirect ophthalmoscopy: a
newer technique
Zain Khatib1, Vaibhav Khanna1

S

mart phones, with their ever increasing popularity, and
the rapid advances in technology have made their way
into Ophthalmology as imaging devices for both anterior
and posterior segment. Smartphone anterior segment
photography using various slit lamp adapters has become
quite popular as compared to the traditional inbuilt slit lamp
cameras. In contrast, the use of smart phone along with a
condensing lens to capture images of the posterior
segment has not quite been able to replace the
commercially available fundus cameras, due to its long
learning curve and poor quality of images.
In this article we explain how the basic technique of smart
phone indirect ophthalmoscopy can be evolved further so
as to capture high quality fundus images.

Materials and Methods:
The basic materials needed are a smart phone and a
condensing lens (20D, 28D). Principle of working: The LED
light of the phone acts as a coaxial light source to illuminate
the patient’s retina, and is turned ‘ON’ throughout the
procedure. This system works as an indirect
ophthalmoscope wherein the camera creates a digital
image of the fundus on the phone screen through the
condensing lens (Fig 1)1,2,3 .

The original method of smart phone indirect
ophthalmoscopy where the phone and condensing lens
are held by hand is a difficult technique to master and does
not yield very high quality images of the fundus. This is
due to the fact that the camera and lens are quite unstable
when being held manually, and fine focussing is not
possible with it. Hence, the distance between the phone
and the lens needed to be made constant, so as to make
the system more stable. The blog titled ‘DIY RETCAM’ by
Dr Biju Raju showed that by using cheap and readily
available materials like a phone back cover, PVC pipes,
black cloth.etc, a simple adapter could be made onto which
the phone and condensing lens could be fitted at an
appropriate distance4 .
With this new instrument, we were able to obtain decent
quality fundus images, as the instrument could be held
with one hand and the phone was at a fixed distance from
the condensing lens. However it still proved to be
cumbersome and technically difficult to perform as the
instrument was bulky and heavy to hold. In order to improve
the stability and comfort, we evolved it further by using
additional PVC pipes and connectors, so that it could now
be mounted on any slit lamp via the universal adapter hole
(Fig 2). Ethical clearance was obtained from the institutional
ethics committee.

Fig 2: (A)Our instrument, (B)Instrument after mounting on slit lamp

Fig 1: Principle of working
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Details of the procedure are as follows5: good pupillary
dilatation, LED flashlight remains “on” throughout the
procedure, camera in video record mode and manual focus,
saving and editing of images using any Android/iOS based
software.

Results:
With the slit lamp mounted device, we were able to obtain
good quality fundus images. Since the instrument is
attached to the slit lamp, it was not needed to be hand
held, and the hands could be used to control the joystick
for allowing finer adjustments. Moreover, both the patient
and the doctor can be seated comfortably during the
procedure.
The only drawback that we noticed was a central reflection
artefact that was seen due to the reflections from the lens
surface. However, we could eliminate it using Android/iOS
based software (Adobe Photoshop Express) on the phone
itself (Fig 3). Also, by using cross polarization with simple
polaroid filters, we could eliminate the central reflection.
However, using polarized filters significantly decreased the
intensity of the LED light which reduced visualization of
some of the minor details, especially in old patients with
cataracts.

Fig 5: Retina periphery: Left – Horseshoe tear, Right – Lattice
degeneration

Fig 6: Bullous retinal detachment, stereo images

retina periphery beyond equator, we detached the instrument
from the slit lamp and used the hand held method (Fig 5).By
taking 2 similar images from slightly different angles; we were
also able to obtain stereo fundus photographs for depth
perception (Fig 6).

Discussion:

Fig 3: CRVO, Left – with central reflection, Right – after eliminating
central reflection

With the smart phone fundus camera adapter, we obtained
workable quality images of the posterior pole and retina
periphery, including stereo photographs. It is simple to
operate once mounted on the slit lamp, and can easily be
performed. It may also serve as a good teaching tool for
students to demonstrate various ocular fundus pathologies.
The total cost of making this smart phone adapter including
that of PVC pipes, black sand paper, sticking glue, double
tape, metal stand and phone back cover does not amount
to more than INR800. Thus, the adapter proves to be a
workable solution in a setting where a fundus camera is
not available. Being light and portable, the instrument can
be easily carried from one place to another and can be
mounted on all types of slit lamps. It can also be used in
peripheral centres where slit lamps are not available.
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Brief Communication

Choice of anti-vascular endothelial growth factor therapy in the
treatment of centre involving diabetic macular edema
Somdutt Prasad1

T

reatment for diabetic macular oedema (DME) has been
revolutionised over the last decade with the
introduction of Anti-Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor
(Anti-VEGF) agents into the retinal specialists
armamentarium to treat this important cause of visual loss.
Diabetic retinopathy (DR) remains the leading cause of
visual loss in most parts of the world, with the sole
exception of the United Kingdom where a systematic
standardised national screening programme for diabetic
retinopathy has succeeded in relegating it from first place
as a cause for visual loss1. With a projected 642 million
prevalence of diabetes by 20402, the management of
diabetic retinopathy related visual loss will only increase
both as a public health problem and a clinical workload
issue.
In the pre-Anti VEGF era laser therapy remained the
mainstay of treatment of DME, and whilst this was effective
in reducing the amount of visual loss, very few patients
actually gained vision on this treatment. The introduction
of Anti-VEGF agents into treatment regimes for DME
brought the realistic expectation of visual improvement to
a over a third of the patients and the arrest of visual loss to
the vast majority.
With a variety of therapeutic agents now available,
choosing the right drug for the right patient is a dilemma
every clinician has to face. This article aims to summarise
the evidence available and make some recommendations
to help clinical decision making.

Available agents for DME:
Two broad classes of agents are in current use for the
treatment of DME. Anti-VEGF and Steroid agents
(OzurdexTM, IlluveinTM and RetisertTM). Generally Anti-VEGF
agents are used as first line treatment, and intra-ocular
steroids reserved for recalcitrant cases mainly due to

concerns about cataract formation and raised intra-ocular
pressure combined with the uncertainty about the number
of years treatment will be required for. Anti-VEGF agents
do not carry these risks and there is good evidence to
show that by year 4 the need for anti VEGF agents has
reduced to 0 or almost 0. Five Anti-VEGF drugs are
currently available to treat DME; Ranibizumab,
Bevacizumab, Aflibercept, the biosimilar Razumab and ZivAflibercept. Ranibizumab and Aflibercept are licensed for
intravitreal use for this indication and Bevacizumab,
although off license, has the benefit of long term clinical
experience and usage in randomised clinical trials (RCT)
to support it’s ongoing use. There is very limited experience
with Razumab and no RCT evidence to support it’s use in
DME, and Ziv-Aflibercept has been used only is small case
series with an unlicensed status. This article will therefore
limit itself to discussing the three established agents,
Ranibizumab, Bevacizumab and Aflibercept. Whilst there
is a plethora of RCT evidence to support their use in DME,
Protocol T of the DRCR.net compared these three drugs
head to head in a large well designed RCT and is thus the
most important evidence base upon which we can base
our clinical decision making.

Results of Protocol T and learning points:
The 1-year study data, released in February 2015, showed
that 2.0 mg afliber-cept (Eylea, Regeneron), 1.25 mg
bevacizumab (Avastin, Genentech), and 0.3 mg
ranibizumab (Lucentis, Genentech) provided impressive
visual improvements for DME patients, and that, among
patients with starting baseline visual acu-ity of 20/50 or
worse as measured on an ETDRS chart, those treated
with aflibercept showed significantly better visual acuity
gains at 1 year compared with patients treated with
bevacizumab or ranibizumab3. The two year data published
in February 2016 showed that there was no difference
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between Ranibizumab and Aflibercept in terms of visual
outcomes overall, or in the better seeing or poorer seeing
subgroups of eyes at entry4.
Before we get to looking at the visual outcomes, it is
relevant to look at the overall treatment burden. The
promise of Aflibercept was that it would reduce the number
of injections required, but this was not borne out in Protocol
T. The median number of injections was not significantly
different among the treatment arms or in other words the
burden of treatment isn’t less with one agent versus
another. So treatment burden is not a factor to help the
choice of agent. Again, before extrapolating the Protocol
T results to general clinical practice, we need to keep in
mind that the 0.3 mg of Ranibizumab (The FDA licensed
dose for DME in the USA) was used in the study, whereas
0.5mg is the dose used across the rest of the world. Also
the Bevacizumab used was compounded under strict
quality controlled conditions, in single use glass vials, a
preparation which may not be available to many
practitioners in many parts of the world or indeed to almost
all practitioners across the world in a non-clinical trail
setting.
At year 1, the mean change in visual acuity in the overall
population was comparable between the three drugs—
about 13 letters for aflibercept, almost 10 let-ters for
bevacizumab, and about 11 letters for ranibizumab—and
deemed not to be clinically meaningfully different.However,
in the subgroup with a visual acuity less than 69 let-ters
(about 20/50 or worse), a statistical difference was seen:
there was an almost 19-letter gain for aflibercept, about
12 letters for bevacizumab, and just over 14 letters for
ranibizumab.And the mean change in central subfield
thickness, for the over-all population, was about 170 ìm
for aflibercept, compared to 100 ìm with bevacizumab and
150 ìm with ranibizumab.The rates of most ocular and
systemic adverse events were similar across the three
groups. The conclusion at year 1 was that Aflibercept
provided quicker and better visual outcomes in eyes with
poorer vision at entry.
When the 2 year results were published, there was no
clinically important difference in the visual outcome among
the three different drugs and approximately 80% of the
patients in each cohort continued to require some injections
in year 2.The results from Protocol T at 2 years were very
interesting, because whatever differences were picked up
in the first year of the trial completely disappeared by the
second year. In the overall group of patients, there is no
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statistically sig-nificant difference between aflibercept and
ranibizumab 0.3 mg in terms of visual gains.In year 2, vision
gains were 12.8 letters for aflibercept, and 12.3 letters for
ranibizumab; bevacizumab remained at 10 letters. Looking
at the proportion of patients who gained or lost 10 or 15
letters, the year 2 differences among the three drugs were
not statistically significant.Evaluating the data by subgroup
analysis, for those with baseline visual acuity of 20/50 or
worse (letter score <69), 76% of those in the aflibercept
group and 71% of those in the ranibi-zumab group gained
10 letters, with 58% in the aflibercept group and 55% in
the ranibizumab group gaining 15 letters, respectively. It
may be of interest that 5% of the aflibercept group but
only 2% of the ranibi-zumab group lost more than 10 letters
at year 2. For those patients who had good baseline vision
(20/32 to 20/40 or a letter score between 78 and 69), in
the first year there were no differences among the groups
in visual gains. At the end of year 2 the mean improvement
showed ranibi-zumab to be approximately a letter better
than aflibercept: the mean improvement was 7.8 letters
for aflibercept, 6.8 letters for beva-cizumab, and 8.6 letters
for ranibizumab, bot a statistically significant difference.

Discussion:
It is interesting to speculate why the results of year 1 were
so different from that of year 2. Diabetes is a chronic
disease and it is important to look at long term results rather
than month by month or year by year results. If we look at
the year one results the differences shown between
Aflibercept and Ranibizumab had very large confidence
intervals, so may not have reflected a true difference, on
the other hand ranibizumab rally at year 2 maybe a result
of a return to the mean. Generally if you wait long enough
you see a return to the mean. The issue of 0.3mg
Ranibizumab vs 0.5 mg Ranibizumab may also have had
an impact on the results. Signals within the RISE and RIDE
trials point out the possibility that a 0.5-mg dose is more
powerful than a 0.3-mg dose5, including data that show
that patients in the 0.5-mg ranibizumab arm received less
rescue laser during the RISE and RIDE studies than those
in the 0.3-mg arm. The year 2 results make sense in the
context of compa-rable trials like VIVID and VISTA6, RIDE
and RISE, RESTORE7, and Protocol I8 from which we
expected that ranibizumab and aflibercept should behave
in a very similar way, but that wasn’t the case with the year
1 results, which suggests that he year 1 results were an
outlier and the year 2 results, being more consistent with
other RCTs is more likely to reflect the clinical reality.
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edema: two-year results from the comparative
effectiveness randomized clinical trial [published
online ahead of print February 27, 2016];
Ophthalmology.

Conclusion:
Protocol T delivered good news for patients and doctors: it
showed that all three anti-VEGF agents used to treat DME
are effective, meaning that retinal specialists will continue
to have a menu of options when initiating DME treatment.
Local availability and economic considerations will no doubt
guide treatment decisions in different healthcare settings,
but overall our patients will benefit equally, whether we
choose Ranibizumab or Aflibercept as our first line of
treatment and perhaps a little less in terms of visual
outcome with Bevacizumab.
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